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Abstract  
 
This thesis explores the role of simulator training in the development of local skills in the 
Brazilian offshore maritime sector. In addition, the effect of policy promoting the use of local 
workers and education on skills development is analyzed. Linking empirical evidence to 
theories on knowledge and learning, this thesis provides an in-depth insight in how skills are 
developed in the offshore maritime sector. Through a qualitative case study based on 
interview data collected in Brazil, the thesis finds that simulator training is an efficient tool to 
nurture the learning process and fast-forward the development of skills. The research also 
finds that policies promoting the use of local workers have been successful in increasing the 
demand for workers and hence training. Poor basic education in Brazil and the lack of a 
proper offshore educational institution is found to further increase the role of simulator 
training centers in skills development. The lack of skilled workers in Brazil has been 
identified as one of the biggest bottlenecks in the development of a local petroleum industry. 
This thesis therefore aims to provide an analysis on how simulator training can be used to 
reduce the time to competence in the offshore maritime sector.  
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1 Introduction  
 
1.1  Background  
 
With the Petroleum Law in 1997 the Brazilian petroleum sector was liberalized. The new law 
and the boom in the petroleum offshore industry, allowed international companies to 
participate in the expansion of Brazil`s petroleum resources. It also resulted in the most 
important source of demand for several segments in the oil and gas and maritime industry. 
The increased number of international companies operating in the Brazilian petroleum sector 
also increased the risk of foreign investment bringing no technological development to 
Brazil. With the election of Lula as president and Dilma Rousseff as Minister of Mines and 
Energy in 2003, Brazil witnessed a political shift in promoting local industries. One of the 
first goals of the new government was to create as many jobs as possible and make sure a 
local industry was developed along with the expansion of the petroleum sector (Ryggvik, 
2015).  
 
The partly state owned Brazilian petroleum company Petrobras started a drilling campaign in 
2005 that led to the discoveries of the pre-salt fields two years later. Known as the largest oil 
discoveries the world has seen the recent years, the petroleum is located under a 2000-meter 
thick salt layer. As most of Brazil`s petroleum recourses is located in very deep waters, the 
development of the resources requires extensive knowledge and know-how. With the 
expansion of the Campos basin located near the Rio de Janeiro coast and the discoveries of 
the pre-salt, Petrobras ambitious production goals include a doubling of the 2013 production 
rate of 2,1 millions barrels of oil per day (mbpd) to 4,2 million barrels (mbpd) in 2020 
(Petrobras, 2013a). 
 
1.2  The case  
 
In the oil and gas industry, a distinction is made between upstream and downstream logistics. 
Where downstream logistics includes bringing the petroleum to customers onshore, upstream 
logistics concerns supplying the offshore units with supplies (Aas, Halskau Sr, & Wallace, 
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2009). These units need to receive large quantities of supplies from ashore and are therefore 
dependent on various services delivered by vessels (Aas et al., 2009). One type of vessel used 
to supply the offshore units are the supply vessels that transport supplies between the base 
and the installations (Aas et al., 2009). Supply vessels are not necessarily considered to be the 
core offshore oil technology, however as a big part of Brazil´s petroleum production takes 
place offshore, these vessels are highly important in developing the country`s oil reserves.  
Brazil is facing several challenges in developing the petroleum fields and meeting the 
planned production goals. The shortage of qualified workers is identified as one of the main 
bottlenecks for the expansion of the petroleum resources (SmartComp, 2013). The rapid 
increase in the offshore oil and gas market and high production goals in combination with 
various regulations on the use of local workers and local suppliers have increased the demand 
for qualified and experienced personnel to supply the Brazilian oil and gas sector.	  The boom 
in the offshore industry has been the main growth source in the increased demand for 
maritime services and offshore supply vessels (Pires Jr, Assis, & Serra, 2002). By 2020 the 
number of support vessels operating in Brazil is planned to more than double to 686. It is 
estimated that Brazil is lacking around 1000 officers to operate these vessels (Abeam, 2014; 
PwC, 2013). The development of Brazil`s resources is dependent on a skilled workforce to 
meet the planned production goals.	   
   
1.3  Research questions and objective  
 
This thesis investigates the topic of skills development in the offshore maritime sector in 
Brazil and analyzes the role of simulator training in skills development. Further, the research 
looks into two additional factors relevant for skills development in the offshore maritime 
sector in Brazil, namely policies promoting the use of local workers and education. As skills 
are in high demand in the oil and gas sector in Brazil, this research seeks to investigate the 
role of simulator training in increasing skills in the offshore maritime sector. This will be 
done linking empirical evidence to theories on knowledge and learning.	  	   
Different studies and reports have identified Brazil`s lack of skilled workers as one of the 
biggest bottlenecks in developing a local oil and gas industry (Gall, 2011; SmartComp, 
2013). Lobrigo & Pawlick (2012) provide an overview of the seafarer labor market in Brazil. 
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On the topic of simulator training, research has been published on simulator training in the 
health sector (Griswold et al., 2012). In addition, how using simulators in training can reduce 
maritime accidents has been investigated (Hanzu-Pazara, Barsan, Arsenie, Chiotoroiu, & 
Raicu, 2008). There is however, very limited existing research on the topic of the role of 
simulator training centers in skills development in the maritime offshore sector in Brazil. The 
objective of this thesis is therefore to provide an insight in the role of simulator training in 
developing skills in the maritime offshore sector in Brazil. This is interesting due to the lack 
of skilled seafarers and the high demand for trained workers.  
 
By regarding knowledge as the key resource in our economy, learning become the most 
important process (Lundvall & Johnson, 1994, p. 23). It is through the process of learning 
knowledge is created. Training is considered a crucial way of increasing the learning process 
(Swieringa & Wierdsma, 1992). Simulator training is found to be an efficient training method 
due to its highly realistic virtual environment (Lateef, 2010). Therefore the first research 
question seeks to investigate which role simulator training centers are playing in developing 
workforce skills for seafarer in Brazil:   
 
1. How can simulator training increase workforce skills in the offshore maritime sector and 
which type of knowledge and learning is involved in this type of training?  
Recognizing the lack of skilled workers and a local supply chain, Lula, when elected 
president in in 2003 increased the focus on building a local supply chain for the growing 
petroleum sector. This thesis focuses on two policies promoting the use of local workers, 
namely Local Content policy and the Normative Resolution 72. These will be referred to as 
the policy framework and were implemented to increase local participation and local skills.   
By using local content demands, the government can require companies to hire and train 
national workers (Sigam, 2012). Based on this the second research question is:  
2. Which role is the policy framework playing in developing skills? 
Skills development in the working life is based on a basic education. Learning how to learn is 
essential in order to keep developing skills. Hence basic education plays an important role in 
learning to learn so that individuals can keep learning. In addition, a quality basic education 
provides a more solid foundation for developing skills in working life (ILO, 2011; Ogunade, 
2011). The basic educational system in Brazil is of poor quality and the government has 
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historically underinvested in education (ILO, 2011). Unlike other countries with maritime 
industries, Brazil has only one governmental controlled institution, run by the Navy, to 
educate seafarers.  Based on Lundvall and Johnson (1994) who find that the success of 
individuals, companies and countries is highly dependent on people`s learning ability the 
third research question seeks to investigate how the basic education in Brazil is laying the 
foundation for developing skills and how the education of seafarers is preparing the students 
for an offshore career;  
 
3. How are the basic education and the Naval Academy providing the necessary skills needed 
in an offshore maritime career?  
To analyze the research questions presented above I have conducted a qualitative case study 
on the topic of skills development and learning in simulator training centers in Brazil. 
Interview data is used along with documents and reports to analyze the role of simulator 
training centers in developing skills in the Brazilian offshore maritime sector. In addition the 
effects of policy promoting the use of local workers and education on skills developments are 
discussed.  
 
 
1.4  Overview of the thesis  
The thesis is structured in 7 chapters, in which this chapter constitutes the first. The first 
chapter introduces the topic and provides the reader with background information and the 
research questions. The next chapter presents the theoretical concepts of skills, knowledge 
and learning. Chapter 3 reviews the methodological choices of the thesis to provide the reader 
with an insight in how the choices of the research process were made. Chapter 4 provides the 
contextual framework, in order to increase the understanding of the case study. In chapter 5 
the empirical findings of the research, along with an analysis drawing on the theoretical 
framework reviewed in chapter 2, is presented. Finally, chapter 6 presents the main findings 
of the thesis along with the conclusion. Chapter 7 provides an overview of the references 
used.  
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2 Theoretical framework  
 
This chapter presents the theoretical framework of the thesis. The first part defines central 
concept such as skills and competence. This if followed by a review of knowledge considered 
the most important resource in the learning economy. Learning and different kinds of 
learning will then presented. After skills and the change in skills requirements is discussed. 
The chapter ends with a section on basic education and its importance for laying the 
foundation for further skills requirements. The framework presented in this chapter will be 
used with the empirical findings in chapter 5 to analyze and answer the three research 
questions. 
 
2.1  Defining skills, competence and innovation 
 
A skill is by Tether et al. (2005) defined as “an ability or proficiency at a task that is 
normally acquired through education, training and/or experience” (Tether et al., 2005, p. 5). 
By Tissot (2004) skills are defined as “the knowledge and experience needed to perform a 
specific task or job” (Tissot, 2004, p. 130). The term skill is sometimes used synonymously 
with similar concepts such as knowledge, human capital, expertise and competence. There 
are different types of skills including language, problem-solving, team-working and 
communication skills (Tether et al., 2005). According to Toner (2011) skills “are acquired 
through learning activities” (Toner, 2011, p. 11). Skills are the result of different sources 
such as “formal education, vocational training, in-firm training, specialized employee 
training outside the firm, and learning on the job” (Lall, 1999, p. 21).  
A competence is defined as the “ability to apply knowledge, know-how and skills in a 
habitual or changing situation” (Tissot, 2004, p. 47). Skills and competencies are central 
components of human capital (Ogunade, 2011). Human capital is defined as the 
“accumulated stock of skills and talents, and it manifests itself in the educated and skilled 
workforce in the region” (Marthur, 1999, p. 205). Human capital includes not only education, 
but also practical experience gained from on the job learning (Ogunade, 2011). 
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According to the OECD`s Oslo Manual an innovation is:  
The implementation of a new or significantly improved product (good or service), or 
process, a new marketing method, or a new organizational method in business practices, 
workplace organization or external relations (OECD, 2005a, p. 46).  
 
The Oslo Manual`s definition is a broadly used definition of innovation. 
Within innovation studies, scientists, engineers and technologist have previously been in the 
center of research on skills and innovation. This reflects a ”linear view” of innovation where 
innovation is the result of research and development (OECD 2002a). However the increased 
focus on non-scientist`s role in the innovation process demonstrates that ”other parts of the 
workforce also play an essential role in the innovation process” (Toner, 2011, p. 8).  
 
Skilled workers play an important role in innovation activities, because they are necessary for 
the development of new technologies and innovation to take place (Smith 2001). Based on 
the idea that innovation happens through skilled personnel, Toner (2011) claims that lack of 
skilled workers decrease the economy`s ability to innovate (Toner, 2011).  
 
 
2.2  Knowledge  
 
2.2.1  Knowledge as a resource   
Knowledge is according to Lundvall and Johnson (1994) the most fundamental resource in 
our economy (Lundvall & Johnson, 1994). Howells (2012) finds that “knowledge is a 
fundamental element in the process of innovation and economic development, although up 
until recently it has been largely ignored” (Howells, 2012, p. 1003). While classical 
economic theories treated knowledge as an external factor to the economic process, 
competitive advantage in today`s economy depends on knowledge (Beijerse, 1999; Cogburn, 
1998). Beijerse (1999) identifies the role of knowledge as “one of the main assets of 
companies” (Beijerse, 1999, p. 94). By regarding knowledge as an asset, knowledge can 
according to Lundvall (2004) “appear both as an input (competence) and output (innovation) 
in the production process” (Lundvall, 2004, p. 2). Innovation is regarded both as a key result 
of knowledge production and as a result of learning (Lundvall & Johnson, 1994, p. 41) 
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The increased importance of knowledge in the economy has lead to the term “knowledge-
based economy” which refers to the increasingly high dependence of “knowledge, 
information and high skill levels” within economies (OECD, 2005b, p. 15).  
 
2.2.2  Different types of knowledge  
In order to understand the concept of knowledge it is useful to distinguish between tacit and 
explicit knowledge. Polanyi (1966) categorized knowledge into tacit knowledge and codified 
or explicit knowledge. The latter is easily transferred from one person to another in the form 
of documents, recipes and databases, etc. Codified knowledge by itself is not necessarily 
economically useful. For that reason instruction manuals may not be useful for workers 
without specific skills. Tacit knowledge is, on the other hand, often experience-based and not 
easily transferrable. Skills are an important type of tacit knowledge (Jensen, Johnson, Lorenz, 
& Lundvall, 2007; Nonaka, 1994). Knowledge today is increasingly codified, and as a result 
information is integrated into goods and services in a higher degree. Information and 
communication technologies have increased the codification of knowledge and information 
spreading (Cassiolato, Lastres, & Maciel, 2003). 
 
Lundvall & Johnson (1994) connect tacit and explicit knowledge to a more extensive set of 
economically relevant knowledge types, namely know-what, know-why, know-who and 
know-how (Lundvall & Johnson, 1994). It is valuable to make this distinction in order to 
understand how and where to learn the different types of knowledge (Jensen et al., 2007).  
According to Lundvall and Johnson`s distinction, know-what is the knowledge about facts. 
This type of knowledge is similar to the information found in recipes and how many habitants 
live in a country. The information revolution has decreased the relevance of know-what, even 
though know-what is still needed in fields like law and medicine. Transferring know-what is 
possible and it is therefore an explicit type of knowledge (Lundvall & Johnson, 1994). The 
second type of knowledge, know-why is the kind of knowledge that includes scientific 
knowledge and technological principles. Know-why is also an explicit form of knowledge. 
Know-why has been of great relevance for technological development in industries like 
electrical and chemical industries. Having access to know-why can speed up the process of 
improving technology (Lundvall & Johnson, 1994).  
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There are differences in the ways and channels in which the types of knowledge are learned. 
Unlike the two types of knowledge presented above, know-how is a tacit type of knowledge 
and is not easily transferable between people and organizations (Jensen et al., 2007). It is the 
most limited to public access and refers to skills. The expert, for example a musician, can 
write a book on how to play an instrument, but if a beginner reads it, the person cannot 
perform the activities with the same results as the expert (Lundvall, 2004). 
 You can certainly write down some basic rules on how to play tennis and make love, 
but you cannot make explicit the full capability of skillful behavior of Hingis and Casanova. 
Here codifiability is very low and knowledge transfer includes a lot of interactive learning 
(Johnson, Lorenz, & Lundvall, 2002, p. 5).  
 
Know-how is only acquired through learning by doing and interaction. It can be taught and 
learnt in interactions between the experienced and inexperienced, such as an apprenticeship 
(Jensen et al., 2007). According to Lundvall (2004), know-how is in the very center of the 
economic process and is crucial in economic activities (Lundvall, 2004). Firms may compete 
in recruiting persons with specific know-how and to a certain degree the labor market is a 
market for know-how (Lundvall 2004). In cases where required know-how is not available 
within a company, it could be valuable to search for the knowledge needed outside the firm. 
It could take a lot of time and financial resources to develop knowledge within a firm 
“independently” (Von Hippel, 1987). 
 
The fourth type of knowledge, know-who, is a combination of information and social 
relationships and is also a type of tacit knowledge. It is acquired in social practice and partly 
in specialized education settings such as conferences and reunions where professionals gather 
and discuss and exchange information and experiences (Jensen et al., 2007). 
 
Overview of different types of knowledge and learning modes: 
 Type of knowledge Learning mode 
Explicit Know-what, know-why Trough classes and reading books (STI)  
Tacit  Know-how, know-who Practical experience, learning including trial and 
error (DUI)  
 
As demonstrated in table 1, know-what and know-why can be acquired through attending 
classes and reading books, while know-who and know-how on the other hand is not easily 
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codified and therefore more related to practical experiences gained in a process of learning 
including trial and error (Jensen et al., 2007).  
 
The four types of knowledge are linked to differences in two learning and innovation modes; 
learning by doing, using and interacting (DUI) and learning in regards to science, technology 
and innovation-based learning (STI) (Jensen et al., 2007). The first mode refers to 
experience-based, implicit, embedded and embodied knowledge (Jensen, Johnson, Lorenz, & 
Lundvall, 2007). The DUI-mode will typically produce tacit and localized knowledge, 
namely know-how and know-who. The STI-mode, on the other hand is characterized by 
science approach, formalization, explication and codification and promotes research and 
development (Jensen et al., 2007).  
 
2.3 Learning  
By regarding knowledge as the key resource in the economy, learning becomes the most 
important process (Lundvall & Johnson, 1994, p. 23). It is through the learning process that 
knowledge is created. Lundvall & Johnson (1994) find that the capability to learn is essential 
to in the economy (Lundvall & Johnson, 1994). Based on this, the success of individuals, 
companies, regions and countries will highly depend on their ability to learn (Lundvall, 
2004).  
2.3.1  Different kinds of learning  
Due to the importance of skilled personnel for most innovative activities, scholars within 
innovation studies are increasingly paying attention to competence building in the form of 
education and training as a kind of learning (Edquist, 2005). Competence building takes place 
in schools and universities but also in firms and leads to the creation of human capital. 
Human capital is owned by individuals and is therefore related to individual learning. 
Competence building in the form of training and education improves human capital. 
Although most of the competence building takes place in schools and university it also occurs 
in companies in the form of “training, learning-by-doing, learning by using and individual 
learning throughout working life” (Edquist, 2005, p. 194). Due to their national character, 
education systems play an important role in competence building and take part in providing 
the basis for innovation processes. Lam and Lundvall (2007) find that within the national 
education systems “people learn specific ways to learn – which in turn, will have an impact 
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on how they learn” (Lam & Lundvall, 2007, p. 7). Learning how to learn is found to be 
crucial in order to keep developing skills as all skills are cumulative (ILO, 2011). A report 
published by The International Labour Organization (2008) found that a type of skills called 
foundation skills, which includes the “ability to read, understand and use written material 
and basic numerical information” are crucial in order to “acquire and develop other skills” 
(ILO, 2008, p. 18). The knowledge economy makes foundation skills a necessity due to fast 
technological development in combination with requiring workers to be independent and 
capable of applying acquired knowledge in different contexts (ILO, 2008; Ogunade, 2011).  
 
2.3.2  Policy to promote learning  
Lundvall & Johnson (1994) find that part of the government´s role is to support learning 
processes and fulfill important tasks regarding the access to relevant knowledge and the 
means, incentives and ability to learn (Lundvall & Johnson, 1994). The means to learn is the 
most significant way that the government and public policy can increase the ability to learn 
and to innovate. This can be done through investing in education and training and at the same 
time renewing the “form and content” of the education and training on a regular basis 
(Lundvall & Johnson, 1994).  
Policy framework and strategies leading to the creation of knowledge for human capital and 
economic innovation play a central role in creating different kinds of links between national 
economies and extractive industries.  This type of policy framework will promote local value 
creation through creating workplaces, knowledge and technology transfers and “industrial 
development” (Sigam & Garcia, 2012). The government plays a crucial role in developing 
workforce skills through policies that promote learning (Lall, 1999). 
 
An instrument to develop local skills through national industries is by establishing minimum 
local content requirements in the processes granting exploration licenses (Borges, Szklo, & 
Bucheb, 2014). Through protecting infant industries and incentivizing international 
companies to use local workers and national firms, the aim of local content policy is to ensure 
that the local economy benefit from international investments (private and public) through 
technology transfer and employment of local workers. The idea is that when foreign investors 
are obliged to buy and use a certain percentage of equipment, services and workers from 
local companies “will transfer technology to their local suppliers in order to improve the 
quality and reduce the cost of local content” (Nordås, Vatne, & Heum, 2003, p. 73). Local 
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content requirements can be applied either through acquiring a certain percentage of project 
cost or by requiring the use of certain components (Oliver, 2013). One of the challenges 
related to using local content requirements is the possibility that more advanced and efficient 
technologies are available on the international market, but the use of local content policy can 
restrict projects to take these into use. Local technologies might be less efficient and more 
costly, which in turn can affect the consumer and lower the performance (Nordås et al., 
2003). 
In order to develop a local industry, skilled and experienced workers are a necessity. Lack of 
skilled workers can hinder the integration of local workers into the extractive industries “and 
the development of an industrial base necessary to spread the benefits of these sectors to 
other areas” for the host countries (Sigam & Garcia, 2012, p. 17). For operating companies, 
the lack of skilled workers can lead to higher costs, delaying projects and in some cases 
hinder companies from meeting the local content requirements. By using local content 
demands, the national government can require companies to hire and train national personnel 
and in this way include the local workforce in the value chain (Sigam & Garcia, 2012).  
 
2.4  Skills requirements  
Lundvall & Borrås (1997, p. 94) point out that skills requirements today are changing fast. 
The labor force must have the skills and competencies capable to match the needs of the 
knowledge economy (Lundvall & Borrås, 1997; Ogunade, 2011). Lundvall & Borrås (1997) 
highlight that the growing demand for specific sets of competencies and skills, such as being 
able to learn as technology develops, is a very important factor in most parts of the labor 
market (Lundvall & Borrås, 1997). Ogunade (2011) adds the importance of being able to 
acquire and apply information and knowledge and finds that this is vital for value creation in 
the economy (Ogunade, 2011, p. 9). Since the “acquisition, application, and use of 
information and knowledge” are becoming increasingly important in the knowledge 
economy, specific skills such as “problem solving, technical, communication and 
interpersonal skills, collaborative working” are also becoming more important (Lawrence 
Green, Barbara Jones, & Miles, 2007, p. 5). In addition, linguistic skills and openness to 
other cultures is becoming more important as employees are increasingly expected to interact 
with foreigners (Lundvall & Borrås, 1997).  
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2.4.1   Skills development through education  
Skills development in the working life is based on a basic education. Hence basic education 
plays and important role in “learning to learn” so that individuals can keep learning. A 
quality basic education is essential for developing skills later (ILO, 2011; Ogunade, 2011).  
Arulampalam and Booth (1998) find that it is more profitable for companies to invest in 
training for workers with “higher initial education” because their learning skills are better 
and they have learned to learn (Arulampalam & Booth, 1998). 
Higher levels of education will produce a higher skilled and productive workforce (ILO, 
2011). According to Graversen (2003) “the entire formal education system is believed to be 
the first measurable step in human´s acquisition of knowledge” (Graversen, 2003, p. 3). 
Ogunade (2011) underline the risk of countries wasting a fundamental resource in cases when 
countries are not capable of providing basic skills through basic education (Ogunade, 2011)  
Fei et al. (2009) point out that formal education mostly provides people with explicit 
knowledge. They emphasize that the role of explicit knowledge acquired through formal 
education is essential for people´s “ability to absorb and develop new knowledge in the 
second step of their knowledge acquisition, that is, tacit knowledge” (Fei et al., 2009, p. 328). 
Therefore, formal education provides an indicator of the amount of explicit knowledge 
people have acquired and is highly connected to the ability of individuals to acquire tacit 
knowledge in work situations (Fei et al., 2009).  
 
2.4.2  Skills development through training 
The International Labour Organization (ILO) points out the importance of training and skills 
development, as a critical complement to general education (ILO, 2011). Swieringa and 
Wierdsma (1992) identify training as “one of the most important interventions to nurture the 
learning process” (Swieringa & Wierdsma, 1992, p. 28).  Because possessing the necessary 
knowledge of “learning to learn” is essential for employees to be able to absorb new 
knowledge and combine old knowledge in new ways, it is important that the education and 
training institutions are able to make the “students capable of confronting and solving new 
problems as they appear” Lundvall & Borrås (1997, p. 94). The rapid change of skills 
requirements also implies that a big part of the training and learning needs to occur at the 
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workplace or in close relation with firms (Lundvall & Borrås, 1997). Lundvall & Borrås 
(1997) further point out that companies are likely to underinvest in training their workers due 
to the mobility of the labor force (Lundvall & Borrås, 1997).  
 
Today, high-level training plays a more important role. As a type of training, simulation 
training permits the users to try different ways of solving a task, through trying and failing, 
reflecting and learning from the mistakes (Hwang, 2003). Simulation is a learning and 
practice technique used in different sectors such as the offshore, medicine and aviation sector. 
It is the most interactive type of training and takes place in a virtual environment where users 
experience situations that seem highly realistic. Different scenarios and situations can be 
programmed into the simulator, giving the students the possibility to experience challenging 
situations in a safe environment without causing any damage. In this way, simulation training 
provides valuable learning through trying and failing. The goal of the training is to transfer 
skills and experiences obtained in the training to real working life (Hwang, 2003; Lateef, 
2010). 
 
Lateef (2010) finds that simulation-based learning makes the learning process more efficient 
due to the safe environment, and demonstrates that simulation improves educational 
outcomes (Lateef, 2010). Research on simulator training in the health sector found “good 
evidence that simulation training improves individual and team performance, specifically 
self-confidence, knowledge, and operational performance on manikins” (Griswold et al., 
2012, p. 1337). The role of the mentor in the simulation training is outlined as important as 
she should provide advices and insights, and she plays an important role in helping the 
learners reflect on their learning process (Hwang, 2003). 
2.5 Summary  
This chapter has defined the concepts of skills, competence and innovation. Then Lundvall & 
Johnsons (1994) four types of knowledge, know-what, know-why, know-who and know-how 
was presented. These distinctions will be used in the empirical analysis to investigate what 
kind of learning and knowledge takes place in simulator training. Further learning was 
reviewed as a valuable and the most important process when considering knowledge as the 
key resource in the economy. In addition, the topic of skills and skills requirements and the 
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importance of education for developing skills was reviewed. Finally the role of training in 
skills development was identified as an important complement to general education.  
 
The next chapter will present a detailed description of how the empirical data was collected 
and the choices made in the research process. 
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3 Methodology   
 
The following chapter presents the procedure of how the empirical data was collected and 
how choices of gathering data were made. The aim of the chapter is to give the reader insight 
into how the data was collected during fieldwork in Brazil. The chapter starts with a 
presentation of what a case study is. This is followed by a detailed description on how 
informants were identified and how the data was analyzed. The thesis validity and reliability 
is then discussed followed by possible biases and limitations in addition to reviewing ethical 
concerns.   
 
3.1  Qualitative case study  
The study of this thesis is a qualitative case study. In line with Yin (2013) a case study is 
suitable for explanatory research questions including “how” or “why”, and “questions that 
seek to explain some present circumstance” (Yin, 2013, p. 4). As presented in chapter 1 most 
of my research questions include how. In addition, since the study concerns a contemporary 
topic, the choice of a case study approach was suitable (Yin, 2013).  
 
Due to its many forms, it is difficult to give one definition of the case study. According to 
Punch (2005) “the case study focuses on the in-depth, holistic and in-context study of one or 
more cases” (Punch, 2005, p. 289). Case study is considered a strategy or broad 
methodology rather than a data collection method (Baxter, 2010).  
 
The research is a single case study, which permits the researcher to concentrate on different 
explanatory factors and do a detailed study (Punch, 2005). Case studies can be either 
inductive or used to test a hypothesis. This case study was conducted in an inductive manner, 
there are several reasons for this; As I did not know what kind of information I would be able 
to gather in Brazil, I kept the research flexible by choosing an inductive approach. This way 
it was possible to make adjustments during my fieldwork. In addition, the lack of previous 
research in the field affected my decision to choose an inductive approach.  
 
Due to limited prior research and lack of theoretical framework that exactly fits my case, it 
was not possible to do a full literature review. The research started with the idea of wanting 
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to write about developing a local workforce in Brazil and looking at the effect of the local 
content policy. Information from preliminary interviews gave me insight and affected my 
decision to choose the simulator training centers as a case study and to include the Normative 
Resolution in the policy framework, in addition to investigate the role of education in skills 
development. The access to interviewees I was given in the Maersk training center allowed 
me to do in-depth interviews and come close to the interviewees, this access also affect my 
choice in studying training in simulator centers.  
 
The simulator training centers are an interesting case due to their role in compensating for the 
lack of skilled workers and the educational system, but also because it provides a unique 
insight in challenges that occur when the industry is trying to comply with policies regulating 
the use of local workers and equipment. The case is exploring the topic of skills development 
and concerns a specific part of the oil and gas value chain. This way, it is representative for 
challenges related to the increase in the Brazilian petroleum production, and therefore 
describes part of the bigger context.  
 
3.2 Collection and sources of data  
One of the strengths in applying case studies is the possibility to use different sources to 
collect data (Yin, 2013). The data used in this thesis is based on data collected through 
interviews and documents. Interviews are the primary source of data material. In addition, 
documents are used to develop an overview of the context, historical background, and to 
provide a deeper understanding of the topic.   
 
3.2.1 Identifying informants and conducting interviews 
The interviews were conducted in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in November/December 2014. 
Different strategies were used in the process of selecting the participants; in line with 
(Bradshaw & Stratford, 2010) stating “conducting preliminary interviews will often give 
researchers the capacity to begin to comprehend the perspectives of participants that we 
think we want to interact with” (Bradshaw & Stratford, 2010, p. 74) interviews were 
conducted prior to departure with an informant from the Norwegian Ministry of Petroleum 
and Energy working with Brazil–related issues and the regional director of Brazil in the 
Norwegian Oil and Gas Partners (INTSOK). These interviews gave me a good picture of the 
O&G sector in Brazil, the current situation and also gave me insight to narrow down the 
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topic. The informants also got the “snowball rolling” as I was given the contact information 
of useful people in Brazil. This way the snowball method was used as a way of establishing 
contacts in Rio de Janeiro. Prior to departure to Brazil the regional office of INTSOK and the 
Brazilian Association of Norwegian Ship owners in Rio de Janeiro were contacted (based on 
information from interviews) through e-mail and meetings were set up. Both are 
organizations working closely with the industry and therefore have a lot of contacts. These 
meetings were of great value because they provided me with more insight into the case study, 
identifying relevant informants and these persons worked as “gatekeepers” to establish 
contact within three different training centers; Maersk, Kongsberg and Rolls Royce. Coming 
to Brazil alone as a female student, these gatekeepers were invaluable in putting me in 
contact with useful people.  
 
Criterion sampling was used for participant within the training centres, defined as “involves 
selecting all cases that meet some criterion (Bradshaw & Stratford, 2010, p. 75). My criterion 
was that the informants had to be either working as a training manager or instructor, or 
participating in a class as a student. In addition to training managers, instructors and students, 
one informant from a shipping company and the Brazilian Petroleum Agency were 
interviewed. With the exception of two interviews done prior to departure, the interviews 
were conducted in the Rio de Janeiro area.  
 
I used semi-structured interviews as this type of interview explores topics “judged by the 
researcher to be relevant to the research question” and is “organized around ordered but 
flexible questioning”(Dunn, 2010, p. 110). Using semi-structured interviews allowed the 
informants to influence the course of the conversations and add topics of importance. 
Preliminary interviews in combination with reviewing literature and studying the 
development of the oil and gas sector in Brazil, gave me the necessary insight to develop an 
interview guide, see appendix 2. The interview guide consists of topics and sub-questions. 
During my fieldwork some adjustments were made to the interview guide. Depending on the 
interview, the sub-questions were adapted to the fit the particular informant. Towards the end 
of each interview I asked if the informant wanted to add something, in order to make sure 
important matters were not excluded. I also asked for recommendation on other people to 
contact regarding the topic. This way the snowball kept rolling and access to training 
manager, training instructors and students in Maersk Training center was granted.  
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All of the interviews were recorded. I asked for approval before the interview started, and in 
addition I wrote down important themes that appeared during the interview. Relying on the 
recorder made me feel more relaxed as I could keep my attention on the conversation (Dunn, 
2010). By recording the interviews, the accuracy of the data improved, comparing with only 
note taking. However, by recording the interviews, informants may feel exposed and choose 
their words more carefully (Dunn, 2010; Yin, 2013). Only during one interview, I was asked 
to turn off the recorder after 45 minutes due to sensitive information. This made it difficult to 
remember the information in detail, but by taking as many notes as possible and writing 
down everything I remembered on the computer after the interview, useful data was 
provided.   
 
Although setting up meetings for interviews was relatively easy, I experienced that the rate of 
success was higher when contacting a manager or a person in a higher position first. An 
example is my attempt to get in touch with the Rolls Royce training center. After several 
attempts through different employees, the training project manager in charge of the training 
was the one who responded and had the chance to meet me. In Brazil the structure within 
companies is more hierarchical than I am used to from Norway, and going through the 
manager seemed like the easiest way to grant access. I therefore started with interviewing the 
training managers in Maersk, Rolls-Royce and Kongsberg. I initially wanted to interview 
students and training instructors from all the training centers to do a multiple case study, but 
this did not work, as Maersk was the only training center that allowed me to talk to their 
students. Talking to students in the other training centers could possibly have led to different 
findings and as the data material then would have been wider. This poses a threat to the 
reliability of the thesis and makes the findings more difficult to generalize, although 
generalizing is not the purpose of all research projects (Punch, 2005). However, by 
interviewing several training instructors and students from the same training center, in-depth 
knowledge was gained. The objective of this study is not to generalize and provide numerous 
interviews to quantify, but rather provide in-depth understanding of how simulation training 
can increase workforce skills and how of the policy framework and education is affecting 
skills development.  
 
In total 16 interviews were conducted. The interviews were conducted in the interviewees 
workplace or training center location for training participants, with the exception of one, 
which took place in a café. Most of the interviews lasted around 1 hour.  
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In addition to conducting interviews, I also attended “the November Conference” in Rio de 
Janeiro the 4th and 5th of November 2014. The theme of the seminar was the research, 
development and innovation collaboration between Norway and Brazil in the oil and gas 
industry. Even though the theme of the conference was not “spot on” the study of this thesis, 
it still provided me with useful insight into the oil and gas sector, challenges to establish a 
local supply chain in Brazil, and not at least to establish contacts with actors such as ANP.  
 
3.2.2 Document analysis  
Interviews conducted in Rio de Janeiro are the primary data source in the thesis. In addition, I 
have used various documents; journal articles, books, reports from OECD, UN and 
governmental agencies, websites and newspaper articles. These sources have provided a good 
insight into the history of the development of the oil fields and the historical context of 
Brazil. 
 
There are several benefits in using documentary sources; According to Yin (2013) documents 
are a stable data source and work as a broad source of evidence. In addition the documents 
can be used several times and can provide historical information (Yin, 2013). Although 
considered a stable data source, using documents also includes certain weaknesses; the data 
has been written for somebody, and may have been written for a purpose. Therefore, the 
researcher has to remain critical to the documental sources used.   
 
Some challenges in the collection of documentary data have been faced. It has been difficult 
to know where to find the information needed. Also, in many cases I have encountered 
contradictory information, for example regarding numbers on petroleum production goals and 
vessels needed in the development of the industry. This has been challenging because it led to 
some confusion in the process of getting an overview of the complex Brazilian context and 
made the process more time consuming.  
 
3.3 Analyzing the data  
Qualitative methods does not include one correct way of analyzing data, rather it allows for 
different approaches. The most important is to have a systematic and transparent approach 
(Punch, 2005). By using the program “Transcribe”, I transcribed all of my interviews, this 
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provided a good review of the collected information and started the process of analyzing data 
(Dunn, 2010, p. 121). I used different themes that appeared from the interviews to categorize 
the information, serving as codes. Through trying and failing I managed to organize the 
interviews into common topics. The next step was to divide the relevant data into three 
categories that could be used to answer the research questions regarding simulator training, 
policy framework and education. This way I could easily find the information needed when 
writing the empirical chapter.  The process of categorizing the data through many rounds 
made me familiar with the information, making it easier to apply in the analysis. During the 
process of the analysis I was going back and forth between the empirical data and the theory. 
As new insight from the data was acquired, the research questions were adjusted.  
 
3.4 Validity and reliability of the thesis  
Reliability as defined by (Yin, 2013) is “the consistency and repeatability of the research 
procedures used in a case study” (Yin, 2013, p. 240). Assuring reliability means that the 
same results can be produced if done by other researchers following the same data collection 
procedures in order to assure reliability, documenting procedures followed in research is of 
great importance (Yin, 2013). The reliability of the thesis has been strengthened by providing 
the reader with the steps taken in the research process; how interviewees were chosen, 
interviews conducted, and how the data material was analyzed. By keeping the research 
process as transparent as possible the reliability has been strengthened.  
 
In addition to reliability, ensuring validity has been central to the research. Validity refers to 
the “accuracy and truthfulness of findings” (Hay, 2010, p. 348). This concerns if the results 
from the research are reflecting the “truth” of the situation and if the study is answering the 
research questions. Collecting data aiming at answering the research question has 
strengthened the validity of the research. The validity was further strengthened by conducting 
several interviews of people in the same positions such as training managers, instructors and 
students and by recording the interviews, as this provides very accurate data. 
 
A possible threat to the validity of the research is the role of training centers as commercial 
actors selling training courses. When informants from training centers are talking about the 
simulator training it is in their interest to make it as important as possible. In addition, when 
these actors and the industry representative are expressing their views on the local content 
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policy, they have interests in making the operations as cheap as possible which implies that 
local content is not benefiting them as commercial actors. Hence it is important to understand 
their role in the industry and in this way stay critical to their opinions.  
 
3.5  Possible biases and limitations  
A possible bias in this research occurred when choosing informants. Although my Portuguese 
is pretty good, I was afraid conducting interviews only in Portuguese would remove the 
accuracy from the questions and possibly neglect important points stated by informants. 
Hence I preferred to interview English-speaking actors. This could possibly have excluded 
informants. With the exception of one interview, which started in English but ended up in 
Portuguese due to the informants lack of English, I conducted the interviews in either English 
or Norwegian.  
 
There are some limitations to this research. Firstly, the maritime sector needs to comply with 
international laws through the United Nations agency, International Maritime Organization 
(IMO). These laws also affect the situation of training the workers in the same way as the 
policies presented in the thesis. These laws are considered given and the thesis does not 
elaborate on the effects of international laws. Secondly this thesis does not cover 
environmental impacts of the petroleum production, and how the petroleum sector is taken 
for granted. Finally, the ongoing corruption scandal in Petrobras is not described in the 
research. The corruption scandal has changed the economy of the company and if the 
interviews were conducted today, the results would very likely have been different.  
 
3.6 Ethical concerns 
Due to the fact that all social research includes data collection from people it always concerns 
ethical issues (Punch, 2005). Ethical concerns were dealt with by asking for consent to record 
the interviews and turning off the recorder in the case when the informant was not 
comfortable with leaving it on. In addition the data material gained from interviews was 
stored in a safe place and the recordings deleted after the transcription. 
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3.7 Summary  
This chapter has provided the reader with an insight into the methodological approach taken 
in the research. The way the informants were selected through using the snowball method to 
establish contact with potential informants and criterion sampling within the training centers 
has been reviewed. In addition a description of how the interviews were conducted was 
given. Further an explanation of the process of analyzing data and documents have been 
provided. All the steps taken in the research process from narrowing down the topic to 
analyzing the data have been accounted for thus keeping the research process transparent.   
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4 Contextual framework  
 
This chapter presents the reader with the relevant background to better understand the context 
of the study. The chapter will first present a historical overview of the Brazilian petroleum 
and maritime industry is given. This will be followed by a presentation of the main actors in 
the Brazilian oil and gas (O&G) sector. Then two policies relevant for promoting a local 
industry are described, namely local content policy and Normative Resolution 72, along with 
the new institutional framework that began in 2003 under the leadership of President Lula as 
president and Dilma Rousseff as the Minister of Mines and Energy. In addition this chapter 
will provide context regarding the legal framework that surrounds the maritime offshore 
industry. The lack of skilled workers will then be discussed followed by an overview of the 
basic education and seafarer education in Brazil.   
 
4.1  Development of the petroleum sector and the 
maritime industry  
The petroleum is ours  
With the aim of increasing state control of the petroleum industry, President Getúlio Varga 
established The National Petroleum Council (Concelho Nacional do Petróleo, CNP) in 1938 
using the slogan “o petróleo é nosso”, meaning the petroleum is ours. A year later the first oil 
discoveries were made in the Bahia state. The Brazilian national oil company, Petrobras was 
established with Varga`s signing of law 2,004 in 1953 (Fishman, 2010). The company was 
created with the main objective of fueling Brazilian industrialization with the reliable and 
inexpensive production of petroleum (Mendonça & de Oliveira, 2013). Petrobras was a 
company fully owned by the state with a monopoly on the exploration, production, mining, 
refinement and the transportation of petroleum (Fishman, 2010). 
 
Until the 1960´s, when Petrobras started drilling for offshore oil, the company had focused on 
onshore activities (Offshore Center Denmark, 2009). The first reservoir in the Campos Basin 
was confirmed in the 1970s and the development of the petroleum field in the 1980s and 
1990s contributed significantly to the growth of Brazil´s oil reserves (Offshore Center 
Denmark, 2009; Swiss Business Hub Brazil, 2011) As an oil importing country the petroleum 
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sector was badly hit by the 1970s global oil crisis (Fishman, 2010; Mendonça & de Oliveira, 
2013).  
 
Liberalization of the Oil and Gas sector  
With the Petroleum Law in 1997 and the President Cardoso ´s neoliberal privatization wave 
the monopoly Petrobras had enjoyed for more than 40 years was removed (Fishman, 2010; 
Leira, 2014). The petroleum sector was liberalized and different oil related activities were 
exposed to competition from international and national companies through concession rounds 
(Fishman, 2010). Consequently, there was a shift in Petrobras´ key objectives toward 
maximizing profit. However, by retaining the majority of the company`s shares, the Brazilian 
state maintained the control of the company (Mendonça & de Oliveira, 2013). Moreover, The 
Petroleum Law created the National Agency of Petroleum, Natural Gas and Biofuels (ANP), 
a regulatory agency created to manage the industry and organize the coming concession 
rounds (Fishman, 2010). A year after its creation, in 1998, ANP held the first round (Round 
0) of the concession contracts to explore domestic reserves (Mendonça & de Oliveira, 2013). 
                                   
God is a player on the Brazilian soccer team 
By the end of 2007 major discoveries of the pre-salt fields off the Rio State coast in the 
Santos Basin were made. The 2000 meter thick salt layer above the oil gave the fields the 
name pre-salt (Offshore Center Denmark, 2009). These are enormous fields which are 
extremely complex to extract and provide a variety of technical challenges (Leira, 2014). The 
distance between the surface and the reservoirs can reach up to 7000 meters, and the distance 
between the pre-salt fields and the coast is between 250-300 kilometers.  In addition the 
equipment applied at this depth is exposed to extreme pressure and conditions (De Oliveira & 
Rubiano, 2012; Leira, 2014). The pre-salt are the world´s biggest oil discoveries of the 
millennium. President Lula described the discoveries as a proof that God is Brazilian and the 
petroleum was regarded as the guarantee that the country was finally becoming a new global 
superpower (Leira, 2014). According to scholars such as De Oliveira and Rubiano (2012) the 
pre-salt reserves present an opportunity for Brazil to catch up and become a leading producer 
of technology in the oil industry (De Oliveira & Rubiano, 2012).   
 
The production of petroleum has historically been smaller than Brazil´s consumption for oil. 
Import of oil has been a source of dependence of other countries and one of the main reasons 
for Brazil´s high foreign debt. Being self-sufficient in oil and energy had been a political 
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rallying cry for a long time and was one of the reasons for Petrobras` creation in 1953 (Leira, 
2014). Therefore when the country finally reached self-sufficiency in oil in 2007, it was a big 
moment for Brazil (Leira, 2014). 
 
The development of the maritime industry 
Launched on the initiative of president Juscelino Kubitschek de Oliveira, the “Plano de 
Metas” from 1956 to 1961 the Brazilian maritime industry was established. The plan was an 
industrial and modernization program with the goal of promoting fast economic growth. 
Since its foundation in the 1960s the industry has been characterized by strong government 
intervention and ups and downs. The 1960s and 1970s were dominated by rapid growth in the 
maritime industry with policies promoting local participation (Pires Jr et al., 2002; Ryggvik, 
2015).  
 
The 1970s are often referred to as the golden era for Brazilian shipbuilding. During this time, 
the country was the world`s second largest shipbuilder after Japan (SmartComp, 2013). The 
figure below shows that the sector was employing around 40 000 people directly and 100 000 
indirectly in 1979. One of the reasons for the success was the demand from big Brazilian 
companies like Petrobras and Vale along with interventionist and protectionist incentives 
(Worldyards, 2009)  
   
Figure 1: Workers in the naval industry overview 
The figure shows the amount of people working in the naval industry from 1960 to 2011 
(Nori, 2012).  
  
 
Global crisis  
During the 1970s Brazil experienced an investment boom and the annual GDP growth 
reached over 10 %. Oil prices doubled during the global energy crisis in 1979. The price 
increase severely impacted the maritime industry. Due to the Brazil`s huge external dollar 
debt, the government was no longer able to support the sector and incentives were removed. 
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The mid 1980´s were characterized by a national economic downfall and deep crisis in the 
maritime industry (INTSOK, 2014). At this point, the maritime industry in Brazil was nearly 
defunct. Only a few shipyards were able to remain active and continue constructing vessels 
(INTSOK, 2014). 
 
At this time the national economy was characterized by very low growth rates. The national 
shipyards lacked international competitiveness and were not capable of offering reasonable 
prices. By the end of 1980s and the first years of the 1990s, the Brazilian economy went 
through extensive deregulation and privatization (de Araujo, Tavares Dalcol, & Pirró e 
Longo, 2011). To improve the economy and lower the inflation the most important 
“instrument” used was the introduction of the Brazilian currency “real” implemented in 1994 
(Ryggvik, 2015). The real currency was successful in bringing financial stability to the 
economy (Petrobras, 2013b). After the implementation of the new currency, a sequence of 
reforms were carried out with the goal of further economic stability. Cardoso initiated 
changing Petrobras` constitutional monopoly and allowing foreign companies in the Brazilian 
oil sector (Ryggvik, 2015). Based on various reforms the privatization of various state 
sectors, creation of different regulatory agencies and an opening up of the market in the 
1990s. The inflation was to some extent controlled with these modernization and trade 
liberalization reforms (Petrobras, 2013b). 
 
According to Ryggvik (2015) the economical crisis and the inflation severely impacted the 
local companies and part of the local competence that developed until the early 1980s 
(Ryggvik, 2015). During the end of 1980s and into the 1990s previous intentions of building 
a local industry collapsed and the global crisis prevented further development of local skills. 
In addition, Petrobras was given the opportunity, with the liberalization of the petroleum 
sector to “operate” more freely and was able to choose to use international companies instead 
of local companies (Ryggvik, 2015).   
 
New petroleum findings were made in the Campos basin in the 1980`s at the same time as the 
military dictatorship ended and the country went trough a democratization process with a new 
constitution. The new constitution included the Petrobras` monopoly. Due to the economic 
crisis, the company`s previous aim of building a local petroleum industry was no longer a 
priority (Ryggvik, 2015). 
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Re-birth of the industry in the 2000  
With expansion of the Campos field and the Petroleum Law came the start of a new era for 
the shipbuilding industry in Brazil (de Araujo et al., 2011). The Petroleum law fast-forwarded 
the expansion of the offshore oil exploration and led to an increase in the development of 
new technologies for ultra-deep water exploitation. Consequently Petrobras increased its 
demand of vessels support and began ordering from national shipyards (de Araujo et al., 
2011). The boom in the petroleum offshore industry, especially in deep and ultra-deep waters 
in the late 1990´s led to the most important source of demand for several segments in the 
maritime industry. The demand for offshore supply vessels increased rapidly, along with the 
demand for offshore rig construction and conversion, and represented an important factor in 
the rebuilding of the shipbuilding industry (Pires Jr et al., 2002). With the political change 
that came with the Lula Presidential administration and the institution of Dilma Rousseff as 
Minister of Mines and Energy in 2003, Brazil witnessed a shift toward promoting local 
industries. Once again local development was on the political agenda. The first main goal of 
President Lula and the institution of Dilma Rouseff as Minister of Mines and Energy was to 
create as many jobs as possible and to make sure the local industry was developing along 
with the expansion of the petroleum sector (Ryggvik, 2015).  
 
	  
Figure	  2: Overview of the number of vessels operating in Brazil  
The figure (Abeam, 2014) shows the overview of number of vessels operating in Brazil and expected 
to  
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4.2  The development of the Brazilian offshore O&G 
market  
Offshore oil production in Brazil has experienced rapid growth the last decade, from 
producing approximately 1,4 mbpd in 2003 to 2,1 mbpd in 2013 (INTSOK, 2014, p. 86).  
Until 2010, most of the petroleum production in Brazil came from the Campos basin, hence 
making it the main petroleum growth source (Ryggvik, 2015). Today, the Santos basin is 
estimated to account for the biggest production growth. In 2005, Petrobras started a drilling 
campaign that led to pre-salt findings of fields such as the Lula field in 2006, the Lapa field 
in 2007 and Libra field in 2010 (INTSOK, 2014, p. 86). 
 
	  
Figure	  3:	  Overview	  of	  the	  Brazilian	  reservoirs	   
The figure shows the increase in the petroleum production from the 1960s until 2008. As seen from 
the figure the increase in deep-water production was the highest.  
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4.3  Actors in the Brazilian oil & gas industry  
 
4.3.1 Petrobras  
The energy company Petrobras is the main actor in the Brazilian oil and gas sector and holds 
a majority position in up-, mid, and downstream activities (Otillar & McQuaid, 2007).  It is 
an integrated energy company that operates within “exploration and production, refining, 
marketing, transportation, petrochemicals, oil product distribution, natural gas, electricity, 
chemical gas, and biofuels” (Petrobras, 2014b). Petrobras plays a key role as the biggest 
buyer in the O&G industry.  
 
Since its creation in 1953 and until the end of the oil monopoly in 1997, Petrobras was 
wholly owned by the state. The Brazilian government continues to play an important role as 
the majority stakeholder owning 58 % of the shares in the company (Petrobras, 2014a). 
During the 1990`s Petrobras awarded many international companies with important contracts 
(Ryggvik, 2015).  
Petrobras` role during the 1990s can, can according to Ryggvik (2015), be understood as 
twofold, on one side, the company wanted to increase the petroleum production quickly 
through using the most efficient suppliers with the necessary competence on the other hand, 
the company was motivated to develop a local supplier industry that in the long term could 
have a positive effect on the development of local competence (Ryggvik, 2015). In 2005, 
during Lula`s presidency, Almir Guilherme Barbassa was appointed executive CEO of 
Petrobras. With this appointment  
the promotion of a local supplier industry was rooted on the executive management of the 
national oil company and Petrobras now had a leader promoting the development of a local 
supplier industry (Ryggvik, 2015).  
 
Petrobras is today considered a world-leading actor in the deep-water oil exploration and 
development (Offshore Center Denmark, 2009; Otillar & McQuaid, 2007). In 2013 the 
company operated more than 90 % of the offshore production and produced 93,1 % of the oil 
in Brazil, measured in boe/d1 (Inventure Management, 2013) 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1	  Barrels of oil equivalents produced per day 	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By 2020 Petrobras estimates that it will almost double its 2013 rate from producing 2,1 mbpd 
to 4,2 mbdp (Petrobras, 2013a). To meet its targets Petrobras has increased the number of 
employees during the last decade. In 2000, the company employed less than 40 000 workers. 
By 2013, this number reached 80 000. It is predicted that the company will need around 200 
000 workers by 2015 (O`neil, 2013).  
 
4.3.2 ANP  
With the Petroleum Law and the liberalization of the oil sector the ANP, (Agência Nacional 
do Petróleo, Gás Natural e Biocombustíveis), the National Regulatory Agency of Oil, Gas 
and Biofuels was founded in 1998 (Offshore Center Denmark, 2009). With its creation the 
responsibility of the concession rounds was shifted from Petrobras to ANP. With the change, 
Petrobras had to apply for licenses along with international and national companies (Ryggvik, 
2015). ANP was created to regulate all oil, gas and biofuels-related activities in Brazil. The 
agency organizes the bidding rounds and administers contracts (Offshore Center Denmark, 
2009). One of the main targets of ANP is to set the rules and make sure the market is 
competitive and beneficial of the economic development of Brazil (Rodriguez & Suslick, 
2008)  
 
4.4  Legal framework   
4.4.1 Local content policy  
Industrial policy in Brazil traditionally focused on local industrial development but due to the 
19070s crisis severe impact on the Brazilian economy the goal of local development was no 
longer the top priority. However, the investment boom in the oil sector in the late 1990s 
raised the question of local development again and put the issue back on the political agenda 
(Ryggvik, 2015).  In 2008, the local content policy was implemented again, this time by 
ANP.  The policy was promoted to avoid reliance on foreign investment which would bring 
little or no local technological development to Brazil. In addition to promoting growth of the 
Brazilian petroleum industry, the policy also aims to increase the participation of local firms 
in the oil and gas supply chain, generate local employment and income, and increase the 
qualification of labor (ANP, 2009; De Oliveira & Rubiano, 2012).  
 
Local Content (LC) is defined as “the percentage of materials, equipment, systems and 
services produced locally in relation to the total amount of purchases made by a 
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concessionaire currently operating in Brazil” (DNV GL, 2014). “LC is measured based on 
the percentage of goods and services made in Brazil in relation to the total acquired during 
the performance of the exploration and production development activities” (PwC, 2013, p. 
4). In addition to the local content requirements set by the ANP, Petrobras demands a 
minimum of 67 % of local content in its exploration and production projects (Petrobras, 
2014b). 
 
Concession Regime  
All companies wanting to explore, develop and produce petroleum in Brazil have to take part 
in a bidding processes organized by ANP. Foreign companies awarded a concession are 
obligated to set up a subsidiary or branch with head office and administration in Brazil 
(McKenzie, 2012). The oil companies are responsible for fulfilling the local content 
requirements. If local content requirements are not met accordingly to the contract, the 
offending company must pay fines. According to requirements, Brazilian suppliers must be 
favored when they offer the same price and quality as international suppliers (DNV GL, 
2014). 
 
	  
Figure	  4:	  Local	  Content	  Timeline	   
The figure shows how the local content rules have developed during the concessions rounds from 
1998 to 2013 (DNV GL, 2014). 
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As seen in the figure above no minimum local content was required during the first 
concession round held in 1998. The minimum requirement has evolved during the concession 
rounds. From the first round in 1999 until the fourth round in 2002, local content was 
considered a criteria, but no minimum requirement was implemented. Oil companies could 
distribute the local content among different items and if necessary they were able to use and 
import complex equipment like drilling rigs from outside Brazil (ANP, 2009). During the 
fifth and sixth bid round, the local content was modified and a minimum percentage was 
required. From of the seventh round in 2005, minimum and maximum local content was 
required along with more specific requirements for specific items. It was no longer possible 
to acquire equipment from abroad (ANP, 2009). 
 
Concessions have been granted for just 28% of the total pre-salt area so far. The remainder 
will be developed under a new regulatory framework and production-sharing contracts (Swiss 
Business Hub Brazil, 2011). The government control over the petroleum resources has 
increased in the new system as Petrobras will be the operator for all pre-salt fields (PwC, 
2013).   
4.4.2 Normative Resolution no. 72 
An additional regulation to the local content policy that protects the employment of local 
workers, applying to the supply boat sector crew onboard vessels is the Normative Resolution 
no. 72 (Resolução Normativa 72). The government, through the National Immigration 
Council of the Ministry of Labor (Conselho Nacional de Imigração) promoted NR 72 in 
2006. The aim of the resolution is to guarantee and protect the employment of locals 
(Lobrigo & Pawlik, 2012). The resolution regulates the employment of foreign professionals 
working on foreign flagged vessels or platforms by requiring a minimum number of 
Brazilians workers (Brazilian WAVE, 2014; National Immigration Council, 2006). 
According to the resolution, there are no nationality requirements for the crew within the first 
90 days of a foreign vessel operating in Brazil. After 90 days, 1/3 of the crew must be 
Brazilian. After 180 days half of the crew must be Brazilian. And after operating for one year 
in Brazil, the vessel must employ 2/3 of Brazilians in the crew (National Immigration 
Council, 2006).  
 
4.4.3 PROMINP 
An important institutional system was created to increase the local participation and stimulate 
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the growth of a local industry, along with the new requirements that emerged from the new 
concession system.  The Ministry of Mines and Energy under the leadership of Minister 
Dilma Rousseff was one of the main drivers behind the creation of Prominp (Programa de 
Mobilização da Indústria Nacional de Petróleo e Gás Natural). Prominp is a program whose 
goal is to support the development of a national petroleum industry and support the industry 
in reaching the local content targets (Ryggvik 2015). The program includes different 
important industry organizations and ministries and is coordinated by Petrobras (Mendonça 
& de Oliveira, 2013). Prominp was established with the directive that “everything that can be 
made in Brazil, is made in Brazil” (Prominp, 2013; Ryggvik, 2015). It is estimated that the 
program has created 640 000 new jobs in the O&G sector between 2003-2009 and increased 
the local participation (Fishman, 2010, p. 20). Although training offered by Prominp to 
technicians, engineers, rig building workers etc. have reached out to many workers, the 
program has been criticized for being too basic, providing workers with only basic skills 
(Fishman, 2010). According to Prominp (2013), a large amount of equipment will be 
manufactured in Brazil during the next serval years, including, among other equipment, 146 
supply vessels and 88 large ships. This will achieved using Brazilian equipment and workers, 
which will likely create growth opportunities for the entire national production chain 
(Prominp, 2013). 
 
4.4.4 SENAI   
Another institution related to training, is Brazil’s national training institution SENAI, 
National Service for Industrial Training, run by an association of industries (ILO, 2011, p. 
22). SENAI currently offers different technical courses. Prominp is primarily using SENAI 
for training courses. According to a report by ILO (2011), due to poor basic education many 
young people are not able to take advantage of the training offered by SENAI (ILO, 2011).  
 
4.5 Shortage of qualified labor  
Brazil has experienced a rapid expansion in the petroleum industry in recent years, and 
between 1998 and 2008, Brazilian reserves were one of the fastest growing in the world 
(Swiss Business Hub Brazil, 2011). The industry is facing several challenges and the lack of 
skilled workers is considered one of the biggest obstacles in developing the oil reserves in 
Brazil (Gall, 2011). The number of people employed by the O&G industry in Brazil was 
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around 450 000 professionals in 2013, a number which is expected to increase to 2 million by 
2020 (PwC, 2013). There is a high demand for skilled workers and there is currently a 
shortage in trained and experienced professionals. The lack of skilled professionals makes it 
risky for companies to invest in training employees due to the possibility that they can be 
offered a better paying job in a different company after being trained (Gall, 2011). Another 
consequence of the shortage of skilled workers is the costs effects of developing the industry. 
The Economist published an article in 2011 which stated that Brazilian O&G suppliers are 
10-40% more expensive than world prices (Economist, 2011).  
Within the offshore maritime sector it is challenging to find qualified crew. Around 488 
vessels are expected to “join the fleet operating in Brazilian waters and trading 
internationally with Brazilian flag” between 2010 and 2020 (Lobrigo & Pawlik, 2012, p. 
623) According to the National Council of Immigration, Brazil needs about 1000 more ship 
officers than it currently has (PwC, 2013). As seen from the figure below the deficit of ship 
officers is expected to last until 2019/2020.  
	  
Figure	  5:	  Balance	  of	  supply	  and	  demand	  of	  ship	  officers	   
The figure shows the expected supply and demand for Brazilian ship officers between 2010 and 2020. 
In 2016 the deficit is expected to reach around 1100 officers (Lobrigo & Pawlik, 2012). 
A report by Inventure Management (2013) demonstrated that the costs of Brazilian officers 
are higher in Brazil than in other countries such as Norway (Inventure Management, 2013). 
Brazilian officers do not earn more money that officers from other nations but fees and higher 
taxes increase the costs of hiring Brazilian officers for companies operating in Brazil. 
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According to the report, the social costs are just as much as the salary a Brazilian officer 
would earn, making the company pay twice as much for the salary for a Brazilian employee. 
Administrative staff on the other hand are less costly while specialized workers such as 
engineers with English skills are very expensive. According to the same report by Inventure 
Management (2013) less than 10 % of the Brazilian population speaks English (Inventure 
Management, 2013).  
4.6 Basic education in Brazil  
 
The shortage of qualified labor in Brazil can partly be explained by a high demand and low 
supply of skilled workers. Another explanation is the underinvestment in education by the 
Brazilian government. Literacy rates can be used as a basic indicator of education coverage. 
Low literacy rates indicate that the “education system is not preparing people for further 
learning and productive work”. Brazil has a score of 33,8 % compared to Australia 93,8% 
(ILO, 2011, p. 9).  
 
In the 1990`s president Cardoso implemented school reforms which established a minimum 
per student spending and implemented a minimum salary for teachers. This proved to be very 
effective, especially in the poorest areas. Cardoso also implemented a reform where money 
was given to poor families to make sure their children stayed in school. When Lula became 
president in 2003 the educational policies of Cardoso were extended (The Economist, 2010). 
The Lula administration used income from the oil sector to fund education. When President 
Dilma came into power, she continued on the same line by extending educational access to 
the poor (Gomez, 2011).  
 
Schwartzman & Brock (2004) found that the economical situation of families in Brazil has a 
big impact on the quality of their children`s education. Most commonly the public education 
in poor areas are of worse quality than those in the richer areas. Families who can afford to 
send their children to private school send their children to these, typically middle and upper 
class families. In most cases, private schools provide a better foundation for entering a good 
university. The most prestigious universities in Brazil are public. Within poorer families 
children receive inadequate basic schooling (if any) and have a much more difficult time 
being accepted into higher education institutions. Often the only higher education oprtions fro 
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socio-economically disadvantages students with poor basic education are the less prestigious 
schools or private universities where students have to pay and the quality of the education is 
lower (Schwartzman & Brock, 2004).  
 
4.7 Education of seafarers 
Unlike other countries with significant maritime industries, such as the Philippines and China 
where nautical science programs are offered by technical colleges, universities and private 
institutions, Brazil has only one governmental controlled institution to educate seafarers. The 
School of Formation for Officers of Merchant Marine, EFOMM (Escola de Formacao de 
Oficiais da Marinha Merchante)  is located in both Rio de Janeiro, CIAGA (Centro de 
Instrucao Almirante Graca Aranha) and in Belem, CIABA (Centro de Instrucao Almirsante 
Brasz de Aguiar) in the North-East of the country. Both are military institutions controlled by 
the Navy (Lobrigo & Pawlik, 2012). The EFOMM program lasts for 3 years, followed by 1-2 
semesters of internship period onboard, depending of the chosen specialization. When 
graduating from Naval Academy, the students earn a bachelor degree in nautical sciences and 
become lieutenants, military officers (CIAGA, 2015). To enter the EFOMM program 
different types of written exams in Portuguese, English, mathematics and physics, and 
literature have to be completed, in addition to physical, medical and psychological exams.  
These can only be done by youth between the ages of 17 and 23 years. The military school 
covers the education, alimentation, on-campus accommodation, uniforms and medical 
services. In addition, students receive a monthly payment (CIAGA, 2015). For students 
above the age of 23, the Department of Ports and Coasts of the Brazilian Navy, DPC, 
initiated two additional 9-months programs in CIAGA and CIABA. These programs are open 
for professionals with a university degree in engineering or non-officer seafarers or sailors 
(Lobrigo & Pawlik, 2012).  
 
Based on the industry requirements, infrastructure, capacity and budget, the DPC decides the 
number of students accepted each year in both CIAGA and CIABA (Lobrigo & Pawlik, 
2012). Over the last year they have increased the student capacity in the schools. Numbers 
from 2012 show that 667 new officers graduated and according to the Brazilian Navy the 
schools will double its capacity by 2020 and it is expected that 1235 officers are expected to 
graduate (Innovasjon Norge, 2013). Numbers from 2003-2009 show that in this period 2226 
graduates qualified to become ship officers through the EFOMM program in the Naval 
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Academy. This is an increase from the 1216 students who graduated in the period between 
1990 and 2002. The DPC is planning to continue the yearly increase of EFOMM students to 
meet to the growing demand for ship officers and 9-month programs will continued to be 
offered (Lobrigo & Pawlik, 2012). According to Lobrigo and Pawlik (2012) it is important to 
keep in mind that when evaluating the numbers, not all the graduates from the Naval 
Academy are planning a offshore careers (Lobrigo & Pawlik, 2012).  
 
4.8  Certification of seafarers  
In Brazil the International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and 
Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW) certificate is obtained through the Navy. The 
International Maritime Organization (IMO) set the requirements for training of seafarers.  
As officers in Brazil are educated in the Brazilian Navy, and this education is not directly 
offshore oriented, depending on the type of vessel the newly educated officers want to work 
at, different courses are needed after graduation. Some of these courses are offered by 
simulator training centers. Some of the courses offered by simulation training centers are 
mandatory by Brazilian law and others are mandatory by Petrobras who requires their 
suppliers to have specific courses through their contracts. An example is the anchor-handling2 
course that is not mandatory by national or international law, but required by Petrobras. 
There has been an increase in mandatory courses demanded by Petrobras lately. 
 
Companies operating in Brazil are obliged to follow regulations from Petrobras as their main 
client. In addition, international regulations request training in different areas and others are 
mandatory to work on supply boats such as the Dynamic Positioning (DP) of seafarers. 
Dynamic Positioning is defined as “Dynamic positioned vessels use global positioning 
systems and computer controlled propulsion systems that allow the boat to maintain an exact 
position, regardless of wave and wind forces” (Barrett, 2005, p. 39). As most vessels 
operating in Brazil today are equipped with DP, this course is needed to work offshore, but is 
not provided in the Naval Academy. Due to Dynamic Positioning (DP) system on offshore 
vessels, courses in the system are mandatory for deck officers operating these vessels.  
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2An anchor handler is a supply vessel equipped for the deployment of anchors and for towing. 
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A place where seafarers and offshore workers can get additional certification and training is 
simulation training centers. Due to increased offshore activity and more operations on deeper 
waters there is a high demand for DP systems and therefore many DP operatives will be 
trained in the training centers next years (Hestmann, 2014). Increased demand for training 
has lead to the opening of several training centers in the Rio de Janeiro area the last years. 
The data material in this thesis is based on interviews with informants from three training 
centers in the Rio de Janeiro area, namely Maersk, Rolls Royce and Kongsberg Maritime 
Training. Maersk opened their training center in Rio in 2012 and Rolls Royce in 2014. 
Kongsberg Maritime Training in Brazil has according to training manager tripled in size the 
last 3 years. The new training centers opening in the Rio area illustrates the increase in 
demand for training services. 
  
4.9 Summary   
The aim of this chapter was to provide a contextual framework to the topic at hand. The 
chapter provides a historical overview of the Brazilian O&G sector and the resulting 
development of the modern Brazilian maritime sector. In addition, this chapter presented the 
main actors in the Brazilian O&G industry, namely Petrobras and ANP. The policy 
framework, including the local content policy and the Normative Resolution 72 were 
reviewed. The lack of qualified labor and the consequences were then presented. Finally an 
overview of education in Brazil was given, including basic education, the education and 
certification of seafarers. The contextual framework was provided in order to give the reader 
a insight in the historical background and the context in which the training of seafarers takes 
place.  
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5  Empirical findings and analysis  
 
 In this chapter the empirical findings of the thesis are presented and discussed. The data used 
is mainly based on data collected from interviews conducted in November and December 
2014 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The empirical data reflects the personal opinions of the 
interviewees. Unless otherwise referred to this chapter is based on interview data and will not 
be cited except when quoted. An overview of informants and an interview guide is presented 
in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2.   
 
The majority of the actors interviewed were representatives from training centers, including 
training center managers, instructors and students. The training center managers and 
instructors are representatives for organizations selling a (training) service and their opinions 
must be interpreted based on this. As these informants are representatives from the industry 
they are concerned with developing the petroleum reserves in the most cost-efficient way. 
Regarding the local content issues, these informants will therefore naturally be concerned 
with the cost aspect of the policy as their aim is not to develop a local industry, but rather to 
do their job as cheap and efficient as possible. The data gives quite a negative picture of the 
policy framework and is more oriented towards the challenges of the policy rather than 
focusing on what has been achieved. This could be because many of the actors interviewed 
are negative to the polices promoting a local supply chain. Interviewing representatives from 
workers unions would most likely have provided a more nuanced view. However by keeping 
this in mind while interpreting the data, a more realistic interpretation of the findings can be 
done.  
Some of the interviewees have a “dual” role in providing information; The training centers 
students are users of the training center and provide information on the learning inside the 
training center but they have also been students in the Brazilian Naval Academy and 
therefore also provide information on this topic. The instructors in the training centers have 
all previously worked in the offshore maritime industry and are therefore also previous 
students of the Naval Academy. This way they provide information as both instructors and 
previous seafarers. 	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5.1 Simulator training  
 
5.1.1 Increased demand for training  
As presented in chapter 4.5 one of the biggest bottlenecks in developing a local oil and gas 
industry in Brazil is the lack of skilled workers. The oil and gas sector expanded very fast and 
according to informant Brazil is lacking the necessary structure and competence; “We were 
not prepared for this in terms of capabilities. The offshore market increased very fast, but 
without proper structure” (Training Center director 3 interview). Another challenge related 
to the development of the petroleum resources pointed out by an informant from the industry 
was that the remaining oil fields require very advanced operations and skills; “The remaining 
oil reserves are very complicated and involve building advanced ships or rigs, and there is a 
need of people with a certain set of skills to operate the advanced equipment” (Training 
Center director 2 interview).  
Over the last years, numerous training centers offering simulator training have opened in the 
Rio de Janeiro area, including Maersk and Kongsberg Training Center in 2013 and Rolls 
Royce in 2014. The training centers use modern equipment and when inside the simulators 
with a 360-degree view the experience feels very realistic. Some students even possible to get 
seasick.  
An informant form the shipping industry noted that the training centers were established to 
meet the expected training demand from the increase in the number of vessels over the next 
years. According to training instructors there is a constant need for officers. Since the number 
of students graduating from CIAGA is higher than before, more seafarers attend training 
courses. This increases the demand for simulation training courses. In addition, training 
instructors pointed out the constant demand for maritime training because officers and 
offshore workers always need training due to new technology and changes in international 
and national regulations; “Sometimes the regulations change, and then you need new 
training, and there is new technology coming all the time” (Chief training instructor 
interview). A training instructor pointed out another reason for the increase in demand of 
training courses, namely additional requirements from Petrobras; “I think the reason for the 
increase in the mandatory courses is to improve the level of seafarers. Petrobras wants their 
suppliers to have a certified crew to deliver services” (Training instructor 3 interview). 
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5.1.2 Simulator-training to fast forward the skills process   
In Brazil, captains and experienced seafarers are in high demand as the offshore market has 
grown very fast. However, the training process from cadet to captain takes around 10 years. 
Informants from both the industry and training centers pointed out that this process does not 
happen over night; “skilled people don`t grown on trees, you have to cultivate them” 
(Training center director 1 interview)3. Several training managers mentioned simulator 
training as a solution to fast forward the process;  
The alternative is to give them 10 years on board so they can get the experiences we 
are transferring to them here in the simulator. Unfortunately we don’t have 10 years to 
produce these candidates, so we have to make the training more efficient (Training center 
director 1 interview).     
 
Employees from training centers underlined the high increase in the demand for skilled 
workers and noted that training workers at the same pace as the demand has grown has not 
been possible. They stated that the lack of skills in the industry has resulted in a competence 
gap and consequently people “climbing the ladder” too fast;  
When I took my certificate many years ago, it was normal to estimate around 10 years 
before you could be considered a senior officer. Today it is different, in 2-3 years you are 
chief officer and in 4-5 years you can consider yourself a skipper. In these cases you 
normally don’t have the sufficient experience and knowledge necessary in these positions, 
which in turn leads to a competence gap (Training center director 1 interview). 
 
 Informants further pointed out that there are a lot of people without the sufficient experience 
necessary in their positions, hence they need to get experience fast. According to informants, 
the schools do not have the competence or possibility to provide the sufficient training, 
therefore the training institutions need to provide this competence. Nevertheless a problem 
related to this is the cost; “Who should pay the bill so we can, in a short amount of time, 
increase the cadet`s competence so that we are able to provide the needed amount of 
qualified workers?” (Training center director 1 interview).  
5.1.3 Exchanging experiences  
In addition to simulator training itself the training courses provide for de-briefing and 
discussions where the students have the possibility to learn from each other. The students first 
plan the operation and then execute it in the simulator. The simulator performance is video 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 This interview was conducted in Norwegian. Authors own translation. 
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taped and supervised by a training instructor sitting in a control room watching and listening 
to the operation. This is followed by a de-brief and discussion where the performance is 
evaluated. The errors the students commit, what they did correct and areas they can improve 
are discussed. Several training instructors said they learn from the interaction with students, 
and both training instructors and students emphasized that the exchange of experience 
between the participants is of importance; “They get time to talk about their operations, both 
from experiences from the simulator and work. I think they learn from both talking to each 
other and from the simulator” (Training center instructor 3 interview). Regardless if the 
participants in one class are coming from the same company or different ones, they have 
experiences with different operations and can learn a lot from each other; “It is nice because 
we are exchanging experiences and learning from each other” (Training student 3).   
5.1.4 Risk of investing in workers 
The turnover in Brazil is very high and in combination with the demand for officers and 
skilled personnel, this makes it unpredictable for companies to invest in training. In addition 
the shortage of experienced seafarers is driving up the costs of the experienced labor; “The 
Brazilian crew is rotating a lot. Salaries are very crazy” (Training center director 3 
Interview). Workers can easily find a job with higher salary. “In a country with a shortage of 
ship officers, this situation can be rampant making it unpredictable to obtain returns from 
human capital investment at company level.” (Lobrigo & Pawlik, 2012, p. 636) 
Several industry informants pointed out the risk of training employees. Rolls Royce training 
manager pointed out;  
In Brazil there is a big risk when you train an employee that you will loose him to a 
costumer or a competitor. But there is nothing you can do, you can train the workers and try 
to retain them, or just deliver bad services to our customers. In our case we are choosing to 
deliver good services, and then we need to train them (Training center director 3 Interview).  
 
The alternative to hiring a skilled person with experience and hence a high salary, is to recruit 
younger inexperienced workers and train them. According to a training manager there in this 
case a high risk related to training the person. “If we loose a worker we need a backup, but 
sometimes we don’t have a backup, and in that case we need to train someone else again. 
This raises the costs of the process, but this happened more a few years back“ (Training 
center director 3 interview). Ship officers can easily receive training from one employer and 
then change company for a higher salary, work conditions and benefits (Lobrigo & Pawlik, 
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2012). On the other hand, an informant from a shipping company emphasized the importance 
of companies to offer more than just a high salary. The informant pointed out that to keep 
offering higher salaries is impossible in the long run. In addition, according to the informant, 
investing in employees to keep them in the company, providing a good working environment 
and making the workers feel that the company is taking care of the employees are important 
aspects in addition to the salary (Managing Director Interview)4.   
The high turnover of people was described by one training manager as negative for projects 
to be completed because in many cases projects are anchored within people and not the 
institution they are working for. The training director pointed out that when a person quits a 
position the project also stops. 
Several respondents emphasized that companies today are more willing to invest in training 
that they were before. One training student noted that some years ago her company only paid 
for the DP basic course although there were a lot of complaints from the employees, but 
today the company invests more in training. Another informant, a training instructor, pointed 
out a possible explanation for the increase in the training investment, namely due to the 
increase in mandatory courses: 
 I see a little bit of a change, a few years ago it was much more difficult to see the 
companies paying courses for their employees but I think it is mostly because there are a lot 
of mandatory courses now. Two years ago it was very hard to get the company to pay a 
course, today it is hard not to (Training instructor 3 interview).  
 
According to various informants from the training centers the situation was worse a few years 
back. Another informant, from the shipping industry, pointed out that 6-8 years ago the 
situation was very difficult and that there were no skilled workers people at all. The 
informant emphasized the importance of a good reputation to find qualified workers; “I don’t 
have any problems finding seafarers. But the reason is because we are a serious company 
with a good reputation and people want to work for us. But there are companies that are less 
serious and they are the ones saying there is a lack of people (Managing director interview).   
5.1.5  Dynamic Positioning courses  
When shipping companies hire newly graduated officers to work on supply vessels they have 
to provide them with the DP-course as this type of course is not offered in the Naval 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  4	  This interview was conducted in Norwegian. Authors own translation.	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Academy. Graduates who are not hired by a company sometimes choose to pay for their own 
course due to the difference in salary with and without this course. For private persons, it is 
more economical to pay the course themselves if they do not have a company paying for 
them. Because for the month earlier that a “DP salary” is gained, money is actually saved by 
taking the course as the DP salary then can be received faster. One respondent, a training 
student, pointed out that she paid for a DP-advanced course around 5 years ago and that it 
was expensive but worth it due to the high position she currently obtained. She pointed out 
that is was possible the DP advanced course was the reason for the good position in the 
company.  
5.1.6 Simulator training aims  
Several of the training managers and instructors underlined the importance of training due to 
safety reasons as accidents offshore can have severe consequences for people, the 
environment and the equipment; “I think the biggest and most important thing with the 
simulator training is increased safety and that you can avoid a lot of accidents” (Chief 
training instructor interview). Another training manager emphasized the value of simulating 
accidents and making the students fail on purpose as a good way to learn and to increase 
safety because the students experienced specific situations and know how it feels.  
Another result of the simulator training pointed out by the training center informants, was the 
possible time reduction for companies, which according to informants, makes operations 
cheaper and decrease costs. A training manager estimated that the “Dynamic positioning sea 
time reduction” course that lasts for 4 days, compensates for around 30 days onboard due to 
experiences gained in the course and through the simulator. The shipping industry informant 
on the other hand did not mention the safety reasons or time reduction as important issues 
related to simulator training, but rather the importance of certification due to more mandatory 
courses. He emphasized the role the training centers are playing in DP-education, 
certification, and other courses; “It is more like an additional/supplementary education, it is 
very important to have access to” (Managing Director Interview).      
In addition, increasing the performance of the workers was mentioned as an important result 
of the training. Several training managers pointed out the efficiency of using simulators and it 
applicability to all levels. Not only newly educated with less experience can learn from the 
training, experienced captains and officers can also acquire new knowledge from doing 
operations they have not done before.  
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All the training managers emphasized the lack of sufficient training and education offered by 
the Brazilian schools and pointed out that as a consequence workers might not be as qualified 
as they should in specific positions. Therefore, the industry has to be prepared to provide 
training when they hire cadets. One training manager underlined that there are no issues 
related to the lack of competence under normal circumstances, but in demanding however, 
situations competence is crucial. Again, safety reasons were related to simulator training: 
      It is when something goes wrong and problems start occurring you can separate 
between the levels of competence. And that is exactly what you can do in a simulator, we can 
give them problems and make them fail on purpose. This is very valuable because it is the 
only way to get this unique experience. You have learned a limit and acquired knowledge that 
you can only get if you are in the situation and that you don’t have any other way to learn. 
That is the unique thing about this kind of training, but of course you need qualified people to 
transfer this kind of experience (Training center director 1 interview).  
 
5.1.7 Summary: Simulator training as a tool to increase skills  
 
Type of knowledge involved in simulator training  
In chapter 2.2 the concept of knowledge was presented. Skills refer to the tacit type of 
knowledge called know-how, and is not easily transferred between people (Jensen et al. 
2007). Following Toner (2011), as skills are acquired through learning activities, know-how 
can only be acquired through learning by doing and interacting (Toner, 2011, p. 11). This 
means that getting the competence and skills needed in Brazil partly depends on workers 
acquiring knowledge through learning by doing. As simulator training allows for learning by 
doing through simulating realistic situations it can be argued that simulator training is an 
efficient tool to increase skills. As shown the table below, the DUI-type of learning will as 
presented in chapter 2.2.2 produce the tacit types of knowledge, know-how and know-who.  
  
Simulation training  
situation      Simulator training  
Feed-back 
from instructor  Sharing experiences 
Knowledge involved  Know-how  Know-who  Know-who 
Type of learning  DUI  DUI DUI 
  
Based on the empirical findings, the table provides an overview of learning in the simulator training 
and type of knowledge involved.  	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In the same way as the expert can write down instructions and the beginner will not be 
capable of performing the activities with the same result as the expert, the newly educated 
seafarer will not be able to perform the work with the same quality as an experienced seafarer 
or an officer. As Brazil is in the need of know-how and know-how can be acquired when the 
experienced interacts with the inexperienced, the interaction between the students and the 
training instructor is an important part of the training. Therefore not only the training inside 
the simulator is valuable, but also the interaction with the training instructor. The training 
operation inside the simulator is recorded and reviewed by the training instructors who point 
out positive and negative factors in the performance. This is also considered an important part 
of the learning process and the students` development of skills. The role of the mentor in 
simulator training was presented as important in the theoretical chapter of the thesis as they 
help the students in developing a reflection process (Hwang, 2003)  
As the empirical data demonstrates, the advantage of simulator training is that it can offer 
challenging tasks and allow for failures that in real life would be dangerous situations, but 
without having any consequence on people or equipment. As presented in the theoretical 
chapter of the thesis, know-how and skills are related to practical experience gained in a 
process of learning through trying and failing (Jensen et al., 2007). As the only alternative to 
get the experience gained in simulator training is through real life experience, which would 
be more time consuming, this training method can be considered a valuable tool in increasing 
skills fast. In line with Von Hippel (1987) who suggests it is profitable to search for the 
necessary knowledge outside the firm when the required know-how is not available within a 
company, it is valuable and time efficient for companies to invest in simulator training course 
for their employees.  
Several informants pointed out that there is new technology coming continuously. As 
presented in chapter 2.4 skills requirements are changing fast and skills need to match the 
needs of the knowledge economy. As technology is changing certain skills are needed, 
Lundvall and Borrås (1997) highlight that being able to learn is crucial. Based on this, the 
capability of the seafarers to learn how to learn and to operate new technology is a crucial 
factor in developing skills.  
 
According to Edquist (2005) most competence building takes place in schools and 
universities, but also occurs in companies through training and learning by doing. As the 
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seafarer education in Brazil is not offshore oriented and the cadets need certain courses in the 
training centers to such as the DP-course to work offshore, it can be argued that if the school 
was more offshore oriented, a higher degree of the competence building would have taken 
place inside the schools. However, the lack of a “proper” offshore education seems to 
increase the importance of training institutions such as simulator training outside the Naval 
Academy. On the other hand Lundvall and Borrås (1997) find that as a consequence of the 
rapid change in skills requirements a big part of the training and learning actually needs to 
take place in the workplace or in close relations to firms. It can therefore be argued that not 
only the lack of specific offshore oriented schooling makes training outside educational 
institutions important, but also technological change leading to training outside the formal 
educational institutions playing a more important role. 
  
As is evident from the empirical data the demand for training courses has increased due to 
several reasons such as expansion of the offshore sector and more students graduating, and 
also due to an increase in mandatory courses by Petrobras. As presented in the contextual 
chapter of the thesis, Petrobras plays a key role as the biggest buyer in the Brazilian O&G 
industry. Since the state is the majority stakeholder in the company it could be argued that 
Petrobras is being used as an instrument by the state to increase skills through requiring 
additional certifications and training courses from their suppliers. The increase in mandatory 
courses by Petrobras can be argued to have a positive effect on skills development in the 
offshore maritime industry because the companies have to train their workers according to 
the requirements.  
 
Training center managers pointed out that creating experienced and skilled officers takes 10 
years. When taking the high demand for officers in Brazil into account there is not enough 
time to use 10 years to educate the officers. Simulation training was mentioned as a way to 
fast-forward the process of training the officers and as presented in theoretical part of the 
thesis research has shown that simulation-based learning makes the learning process more 
efficient (Lateef, 2010). The empirical data suggests that simulation training can be used to 
increase workforce skills fast. However, as the training center managers and instructors are 
selling a service, they might have interest in making the training seem more important than it 
is.  
 
Based on knowledge being the most important asset for companies, it would be logical that 
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companies would be willing to invest in their employees. Like stated by Lundvall and Borrås 
(1997) the high mobility of the labor force can result in companies underinvesting in training. 
In line with this, the high turnover of seafarers in combination with the high need for skilled 
and experience workers seem to be negative for the companies´ investment in training. 
Although the empirical data indicates that there has been an improvement in the situation 
over the last years. This can possibly be explained by the increase in mandatory courses 
forcing companies to invest in training and the increased number of seafarers as a 
consequence of the higher capacity in the Naval Academy. As one informant pointed out it 
was very difficult 6-8 years ago because there were almost no skilled workers at all. This can 
be an indicator that education is “working” and that the educational system is adapting to the 
changes. 
To answer research question 1: “How can simulator training increase workforce skills in the 
offshore maritime sector and which type of knowledge and learning is involved in this kind of 
training?  
In conclusion, simulator training is increasing skills through the know-how type of 
knowledge acquired through learning by doing, using and interacting. The simulator training 
is used as an educational institution to get seafarers certified in addition to functioning as a 
way of fast-forwarding the development of skills in the offshore maritime sector. Simulator 
training is useful in increasing workforce skills because it allows the students to learn through 
trying and failing. Certain simulator training courses are necessary to work offshore and play 
an educational role in the development of a skilled workforce.  
5.2 Policy framework and skills  
 
Informants from the industry and training centers pointed out several challenges related to 
meeting the requirements of using local workers when there are not enough of them. 
Meeting the local content demand was mentioned as an obstacle for the industry in reaching 
the production goals of 4 million barrels a day due to the lack of qualified workers in addition 
to that the oil companies are obliged to hire local;  
I think they need to align their strategies because you cannot have a very aggressive 
growth strategy on doubling the production if the workforce is not there. I am not the right 
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person to say what is right or wrong I am just saying that the priorities and policies are not 
aligned (Training Center director 2 interview).  
 
The ANP informant on the other hand, was more concerned with what had been achieved 
with the local content policy rather than the obstacles, but he also suggested that the distance 
between reality and the local content policy should be decreased. The ANP representative 
pointed out that the policy should be adjusted to be more realistic (ANP representative 
interview).    
Several training center managers pointed out that the local content policy is threatening the 
industry security because companies are forced to hire local workers, which in many cases 
are not qualified according to the informants. This in turn results in workers being hired 
without the sufficient skills required in their position, which they argued puts the industry in 
danger.  
Moreover, another consequence of local content requirements in combination with the lack of 
a skilled workforce, has according to a report by INTSOK (2014), led to increased costs in 
developing the oil fields (INTSOK, 2014). The report found that the reason for the increased 
costs was the limited number of skilled workers driving the salaries up. Even though there 
seems to be some negative cost effects from the policy, the informant from the ANP 
expressed that although the requirements are strict, Brazilians should be proud of what has 
been achieved in terms of local development. An example is the creation of the Prominp 
program presented in chapter 4.4.3 which has created an estimated 640 000 jobs in the O&G 
sector between 2003 and 2009 (Fishman, 2010).  
Many informants from the industry also pointed out the strict local content policy as a 
bottleneck for industrial development. It was emphasized that the goal of increasing the 
production is being negatively affected by the local content policy. One informant working 
with the industry addressed the local content as a paradox as “the aim of the policy is 
industrial development, but at the same time it is also an obstacle for the development” 
(Higher executive officer interview)5. The national supply chain does not have the capacity to 
provide the minimum percentage of local content required. An example illustrating this is 
when Petrobras was forced to apply to ANP to reduce the local content requirements because 
they where simply not able to meet the local content demand as stated in the contracts (Fick, 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 This interview was conducted in Norwegian. Authors own translation. 
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2013). According to the policy, when an oil company is not capable of meeting the local 
requirements as signed in the contract a percentage of fines has to be paid. The ANP 
representative pointed out that many fines are currently being paid due to high local content 
requirements. The representative suggested the high amounts being paid indicates that the 
policy is not working optimally as its goal is not to pay fines.  
Another aspects of the local content policy identified as challenging by informants, was the 
ambition to produce everything in Brazil. Several informants pointed out that Brazil wants to 
produce everything possible in the country;  
“If you push too hard you cannot deliver, and then the costs explode. On the other 
hand, if there are no requirements at all there is not the benefit of developing the industry. 
Somewhere in the middle would be better. It is not necessary to produce everything in 
Brazil” (Representative ABRAN interview).  
 
When the different interviewees were asked about the local content policy, only the training 
managers and the shipping informants were familiar with the LCP concept. None of the 
training instructors or students interviewed, which are previous or current offshore workers 
could answer questions regarding LCP and said they never heard about it before. Even when 
different words were used both in English and Portuguese, in addition to an explanation these 
informants were not familiar with the concept. This seems to illustrate that knowledge of the 
policy is present only in the higher positions onshore. 
5.2.1 Unclear understanding of the resolution 
The increasing number of people needed on offshore vessels in combination with the lack of 
competent crew available seems to make it challenging to comply with the resolution 
requiring a certain percentage of Brazilian crew of foreign flagged vessels, namely the 
Normative Resolution 72 (Brazilian WAVE, 2014). Similar challenges with the resolution as 
with the local content policy were described by informants, namely the difficulty of fulfilling 
the requirements without enough skilled seafarers available. Industry representative stated; 
“We have the regulation N 72, but we need to make sure that we have enough cadets and 
seafarers to comply with it” (Representative ABRAN interview). Informants from training 
centers and the industry expressed that if it would be possible to use only officers from other 
countries such as the Philippines and from Western Europe it would make it a lot it easier for 
Petrobras to carry out operations. 
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According to informants, understanding the resolution is complex which makes the 
interpretation flexible. Informant from the shipping industry noted the importance of having a 
good legal understanding what the norm really means;  
“We sometimes have a different interpretation of what 2/3 is. Is it 2/3 of the total? Is 
it 2/3 of officers and 2/3 seafarers? It depends on the interpretation of the inspector from the 
Ministry of Labor which makes it challenging sometimes, it is very complex business” 
(Representative ABRAN interview).  
 
Supply boat crew informants pointed out that there are no consequences if companies do not 
comply with the resolution. In addition they added that there is a lack of structure to ensure 
that the norm actually is being followed. An article from the magazine “Brazilian Wave” 
from September 2014 stated the supply boats chartered by Petrobras had obtained waivers 
from the Immigration Council (between 2013 and 2014) to expand the deadline for 
compliance with the resolution because it was simply not possible in certain cases to hire 
local seafarers (Brazilian WAVE, 2014).  
Informants working offshore also underlined that foreign flagged vessels in Brazil keep 
foreigners (non-Brazilians) and the company`s own people in the high level positions 
onboard, like the captain, the chief mate and the chief engineer. While the rest of the lower 
positions of the crew like the able seamen and engineers are Brazilian; “Most of the times the 
higher positions such as the officers and the commanders are taken by foreigners;” (Training 
Student 1 & 2 interview)6.  
Seafarers on supply vessels in Brazil normally work around 30 days offshore and then they 
are off for the same amount of days onshore. Unlike Brazilians, foreigners in Brazil do not 
get paid during the time they are ashore. Brazilians are also a higher expense for the 
companies, as presented in the contextual chapter of the thesis, the normal expense for a 
Brazilian employee is two times the salary, as opposed to for example other nationalities like 
Norwegians. Hence foreigners in Brazil are cheaper to hire because they include less taxes. 
Industry informant stated that the Brazilian officers are more expensive for the companies 
than the Norwegian ones. Supply boat crew pointed out the consequences of the Brazilian 
crew being more expensive; “It is economically beneficial to hire foreigners. As a 
consequence it is harder for Brazilian seafarers to find jobs” (Training Student 1 & 2 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  6	  This interview was conducted mainly in Portuguese. Authors own translation. 	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interview).  
According to an article published by Lobrigo & Pawlik (2012), the shortage of officers can 
only be resolved if the benefits to the local offshore maritime industry are compromised. 
They find that removing the Normative Resolution 72 and allowing for more foreign 
seafarers is one of the solutions to remove the pressure coming from the shortage of Brazilian 
ship officers (Lobrigo & Pawlik, 2012). Their argument is based on the fact that the predicted 
demand for officers cannot be supplied only by Brazilian seafarers.  
5.2.2 Summary: The policy framework and skills development   
Based on the empirical data presented in this chapter the second research question will be 
discussed. As is evident from the data presented above the informants from training centers 
and shipping company are interested in getting their job done in the most efficient and 
cheapest way and their goal is not to build a local industry.  
The effects of both the local content policy and the Normative Resolution 72 seem to be less 
effective due to the lack of a skilled workforce. One can argue that if there were more 
available skilled workers to comply with the laws, the degree of local skills development 
could have been higher. Skilled workers are as presented in the theoretical chapter 2.3.2 of 
the thesis, a necessity to develop a local industry. Therefore, the lack of qualified workers 
makes it more challenging to develop a local Brazilian oil and gas supplier industry. 
As the data demonstrates the lack of skilled workers are increasing the costs and making it 
difficult for the companies to meet the local requirements. In line with Nordås et al. (2003) 
local technology can be less efficient and more costly than already available international 
technology. The same argument applies to local workers in Brazil, where there in many cases 
will more skilled workers available on the labor market, which would be cheaper for 
companies to hire because less training in necessary. However, due to policies promoting the 
use of local workers it is not always possible to choose the already available skilled non-
Brazilian workforce.  
Furthermore the lack of skilled workers can hinder the integration of local workers into the 
national industries (Sigam & Garcia, 2012). Coherent with information provided in the 
theoretical chapter of the thesis the lack of skilled workers can lead to delayed projects and 
hinder companies in meeting the local content requirements which seems to be evident from 
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the empirical data. In accordance with Sigam & Garcia (2012) the data also demonstrates that 
the lack of skills workers in Brazil leads to higher costs for operating companies.  
Several informants, including the ANP representative, pointed out that the local content 
policy is unrealistically high when compared to the actual supply of both qualified Brazilian 
workers and equipment. An example of the unrealistic policies is the many fines being paid 
because companies cannot meet the local content goals set in contracts. Another factor 
mentioned was the wish to “produce everything in Brazil” and that Brazil is operating with 
too many projects at the same time, an issue viewed as impossible by informants.  
One of the arguments from the industry representatives against using local workers was 
related to safety issues. These informants argued that by forcing companies to use local 
workers when there are not enough of them available may lead to less competent people 
being hired. Training center managers argued that this puts the industry in danger. However, 
as presented in the chapter 4.8 companies operating in Brazil have to follow regulations and 
requirements from international and national laws, in addition to regulations from Petrobras 
when it comes to required courses for seafarers. This means that if less competent workers 
are hired by companies operating in Brazil and have to comply with regulations requiring 
training courses for seafarers, the companies are obliged to invest in training their employees. 
Because the training for seafarers is regulated by regulations and laws on national and 
international level, it is mandatory to have a certain amount of training for different positions 
and it seems unlikely that the policies making companies hire local workers is threatening the 
industry security.  
Another challenge related to the local content policy pointed out by informants was that the 
policy is hindering the industry in reaching the production goals. Informants identified the 
local content requirements as a bottleneck for industrial development. As presented in the 
theoretical chapter 2.3.2 the lack of skilled workers can result in delaying projects and 
leading to higher costs.   
The issue of local content policy being a bottleneck for industrial development depends on 
the point of view of the actor. It can be understood as a question of developing the petroleum 
resources as fast as possible as opposed to slower production and the possibility of more local 
development. The example of Petrobras that applied for reduction in the local content 
requirements agreed upon in contracts in order to meet their production goals illustrates that 
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the production goal is the first priority, while other factors such as local development comes 
second. The high production goals therefore seems to speed up the process of petroleum 
production and make the local development less important. Petrobras ambitious production 
goals have already been adjusted from aiming to produce 5,38 mbpd within 2020 (in 2010) to 
4.2 mbpd (in 2013) (Fishman 2010). One could argue that lowering the production goals can 
have a positive effect on the local development and including more local workers in the value 
chain.  
The introduction of Normative Resolution 72 has increased the demand for Brazilian 
seafarers. By hiring local seafarers companies have to invest in training courses required for 
different positions. The effect of the resolution on skills development can therefore be argued 
to be positive. On the other hand, the data suggest that the consequences of not complying 
with the resolution are few. It could therefore be possible that fewer local seafarers are being 
hired than actually required by law.  
Another finding suggests that non-Brazilian seafarers are cheaper to hire because the 
companies pay less taxes and costs for foreign workers. This finding seems to be unfortunate 
for the development of skills for seafarers in the offshore maritime sector and could be one 
explanatory factor in why many higher positions are obtained by foreigners. Brazilian 
informants working in the offshore industry indicated as many foreigners are cheaper to hire 
it is harder for Brazilians to find jobs. It could also be argued that the flexible nature of the 
NR 72 is possibly negative for the development of workforce skills because companies could 
use the flexibility to their advantage and avoid hiring local and possibly less skilled seafarers. 
In addition, the lack of legal enforcement for not complying with the regulation can have a 
negative effect because if the enforcement would be stricter and less flexible, it is possible 
that more Brazilian seafarers would be hired. Even though there are challenges related to the 
Normative Resolution it has increased the demand for Brazilian seafarers which in turn has a 
positive effect of training of Brazilian workers.  
As the demand for qualified professionals in combination with low supply of workers is 
driving the salaries up, many informants from the industry does not see any cost benefit of 
hiring local seafarers. The informants from the industry seems not to be in the nationality of 
their workers, but rather in hiring the most competent crew that can do their job in an 
efficient way.  
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Based on the empirical discussion above the second research question can be answered;  
“Which role is the policy framework playing in developing skills?”  
The local content policy seems to be present at different levels. None of the current or 
previous supply boat crew members interviewed (training students and instructors) were 
familiar with the term local content as opposed to all the managers interviewed. Based on this 
observation, two different “spheres” seems to be present, namely one within the people 
working hands-on with training and in the offshore maritime sector and another sphere within 
the management that have to make sure that the company are following the Brazilian rules. 
The “management sphere” seems to be more concerned with taking care of the structure 
while the “training sphere” with instructors and training students seems to be concerned with 
training. The trainings sphere can be argued to be a consequence of the policy framework and 
of increased governmental focus on developing a local industry. 
The lack of skilled workers to fulfill the policy requirements is providing challenges in the 
development of workforce skills. With more qualified Brazilians to fulfill the requirements 
the increase in skills would arguably have been higher. However, without the “strict” 
requirements companies would most likely hire less Brazilian seafarers and thus the increase 
in skills could have been lower than it currently is. The policy framework is therefore 
increasing seafarer skills by requiring companies to hire Brazilian seafarers that have to be 
trained according to international and national laws in addition to Petrobras` requirements.  A 
big part of this training takes place in training centers using simulator training.   
By introducing NR 72 in 2006, promoting local content development through creating ANP 
and developing different institutions to strengthen the development of a local industry, the 
strengthened focus on establish a local industry is evident. Since Lula was elected president 
in 2003 and Dilma elected Minster of Mines and Energy the topic of developing a local 
industry and a local workforce has been a political goal for the Brazilian government. There 
are various positive initiatives for the development of local skills, one good example is 
illustrated by the estimated 640 000 jobs created by Prominp between 2003 and 2009. 
Without the strict laws against foreign employment, it would have been cheaper for the 
international companies to hire non-Brazilian and already-qualified seafarers. Would be more 
efficient and the less costly for companies to use already trained and experienced foreign 
workers, but because the restrictions from policies force companies operating in Brazil to hire 
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local the costs of increasing the workforce skills are shifted from the government to the 
industry.  
To sum up, the policy framework is playing an important role promoting skills in the offshore 
maritime sector in Brazil. The local content policy and the Normative Resolution 72 increase 
the level of local workers in the sector because companies are obliged to hire local workers. 
In many cases these workers need different types of training, including simulator training. 
However, the role of the policies in skills development could arguably be greater if ther 
amount of skilled workers available was higher.  
 
5.3 Education 
 
5.3.1 Poor educational quality  
According to informants there are 2 “groups” of people working onboard offshore vessels. 
The first group includes the workers in the higher positions such as officers and engineers 
and the second group consists of the people obtaining the lower positions on the deck. The 
people in the first group need an education or degree to work in their position and have 
therefore “learned to learn”. The latter group, has on the other hand, typically no previous 
education and have never learned to learn but have a lot of experience with doing physical 
work.  
Several training centers informants pointed out challenges related to teaching students from 
the lower positions. One manager said they were teaching an e-learning course, but that the 
participants did not know how to operate a computer mouse. Another training manager 
mentioned the importance of understanding basic physical principals, like what the basis for 
stability on a vessel is, and that there are often students attending courses in the training 
center lacking basic foundation. The training manager stated the importance of experience in 
relation to competence building;  
Being able to build competence is related to experience. Even if you don’t have 
experience, if you don’t understand basic physical principles like what the basis for stability 
on a vessel is, then it is going to be hard. Things happen even if you have experience, and you 
are not able to explain what actually happened because you lack the foundation. I have tried 
to provide this basic understanding here (Training Center Director 1 Interview)  
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Several informants from training centers identified the Brazilian school system as a 
bottleneck for skills development and pointed out the need to start with basic education. One 
informant underlined the educational structure as a solution to increase the skills; “There is a 
long term solution; that Brazil needs to invest in a better educational structure” (Training 
Center Director 2). On the other hand, an informant from a shipping company expressed that 
the solution of increasing the amount of qualified workers does not lie within the educational 
system and that the government cannot do more than they are doing; “The government 
cannot really do anything with it, they do their part in educating the seafarers and then we 
have to hire them, take them on board and train them” (Managing director interview 2014).   
Almost all the seven informants who had graduated from the Naval Academy had attended 
private school, with the exception of one informant from the capital Brasilia. She noted that 
her impression is that the public schools in Brasilia are of better quality than the ones in Rio 
de Janeiro. She underlined that there are very good public schools, but they are hard to get 
accepted to. Another informant, also a former student of CIAGA, stated that most of the 
students in the Naval Academy have a background from private schools. She estimated that 
around 80 % of the students in CIAGA come from private schools. The same informant from 
the Rio de Janeiro area said she had always studied in a private school and that difference 
between private and public schools in Rio is big (Training student 3 interview).   
5.3.2 The market begins to be saturated  
In Brazil, unlike other countries, the only place to get a maritime education is through the 
Brazilian navy. According to shipping industry informant the quality of the education in the 
Naval Academy has improved during the last 10 years. In addition the DPC has increased the 
capacity for students graduating each year and many informants stated that as a consequence 
the market is starting to get saturated. A shipping industry informant pointed out that as the 
market is starting to get saturated the pressure from the high salaries will be removed. 
According to informants working offshore and graduates from CIAGA, the increase in the 
number of students graduating was done to meet the increasing demand for skilled workers 
from the developments of the pre-salt fields. Since the development of these fields is taking 
longer than expected, the amount of available positions is according to informants 
approximately the same, while the number of people graduating is increasing. If the planned 
petroleum production takes place the demand for seafarers will keep increasing. Several of 
the graduates from the Naval academy pointed out that when they graduated in 2011 there 
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were more available jobs than professionals, but that this has changed very fast. Today there 
are more graduates from the Naval Academy than jobs available. The former students pointed 
out that the situation is not critical, but there are many people graduating and finding a job is 
harder;  
Today it is not as easy because you have much more people graduated and almost the 
same quantity of vessels operating, maybe a little bit more (…) In 2011 I quit my job on a 
Thursday and by Saturday I had several different job offers in the offshore sector. At that 
moment it was really good (Training instructor 3 interview).  
 
5.3.3 Net growth of officers  
Despite the increase in number of student graduating from the Naval Academy, concerns 
were raised from the industry informants regarding the net growth of the number of officers 
in the industry. There are a certain number of qualified students graduating from the school 
every year, however there is a limited amount of these that continue with the offshore path. 
After graduating from the Naval Academy the cadets work on different types of vessels and 
rigs and a great amount of these (2/3 according to training manager) go onshore and start 
working in an office position within 2 years. “Going offshore is a career ladder. You are 
very demanded in an onshore position after being offshore. It is then easier to get a better job 
onshore. But it means that the net growth of the number of officers in the industry is very 
small” (Training center director 2). 
Another factor influencing the net growth of officers is the high proportion of female 
seafarers. According to an informant there is a surprisingly high proportion of women in the 
Naval Academy. Most women do not choose a life long maritime career, at some point they 
want to go onshore and have a family. A female officer now working in the training center 
explained; “I had a baby, that´s why I decided to go onshore” (Training instructors 1 & 2 
interview). A training course participant with 7 years offshore experience (age 28) was 
planning to stay offshore a few more years, but did not want to stay her whole life offshore. 
She informed; “my last chief officer was 32 years old when she quit. Among my friends from 
maritime school, only a few of the girls are still on board. They are all between 31-32, got 
married and had babies” (Training student 3 interview). In cases where female seafarer 
marries another seafarer, several informants pointed out that the women that go onshore; “I 
wanted to work onshore because of family. My husband is a captain onboard, and I didn’t 
also want to travel. I prefer to stay at home and be there when he comes back” (Chief 
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instructor interview). All the 6 training instructors working at Maersk Training were female. 
This can be explained by the high number of female applicants which is a lot higher than the 
male, and also due to family reasons mentioned above; “So most of our instructors prefer 
onshore because the husband is working offshore” (Chief training instructor interview). One 
training manager identified the situation as challenging for the industry, but convenient for 
hiring training instructors; “For me that situation is very convenient because then I can hire 
them. But for the operations out there it is tricky” (Training center director 1 interview).  
Even though the number of graduates is increasing and the market is starting to get saturated 
several informants pointed out that the demand for people with experience, officers and 
senior personnel is still high. A training manager emphasized;  
We have 6 years to close the gap with the production goal of 2 million barrels. That 
means there are 300 vessels coming over 6 years. But if you look at people, the scary thing is, 
it is easy to build assets, it is just a matter of investing, but to train a captain for a ship takes 
10 years and these people are not there today. So the problem with the local content demand 
is actually making it very difficult for the industry to reach its target of 4 million barrels 
(Training center director 2 interview).  
 
5.3.4 The role of the industry educating cadets   
In order to complete their studies students from the Naval Academy are dependent on doing 
an internship for 6-12 months offshore on a vessel to acquire sea-experience, depending on 
the chosen specialization. From this perspective, the industry is playing a key role in the 
education and training of seafarers. However investing in cadets´ apprenticeship is risky for a 
company for the same reasons as it is risky to invest in training, namely due to lack of 
qualified officers (Lobrigo & Pawlik, 2012).  
Informants from the Naval Academy stated that the increase in cadets makes it challenging to 
find a spot for the mandatory internship, due to the fact that few companies are accepting 
cadets. And because there are more cadets graduating from the Naval Academy today. Some 
students are not getting certified because of the problem of finding a company to do their 
apprenticeship, although CIAGA is encouraging companies to hire cadets. The companies 
have different approaches towards apprenticeships and according to shipping industry 
informant some are accepting cadets while others are not contributing and instead take 
trained workers from others; “Companies complain that they don’t have enough people, but 
they are not taking part in “making” them. But they steal mine, the ones I have made. There 
are companies like that, and it is a mistake” (Managing Director Interview). The shipping 
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industry informant also underlined the motivational value for the cadets of having a company 
where they can do their apprenticeship.    
Informants working offshore pointed out that offshore vessels sometimes are quite small 
hence not all vessels are able to receive cadets. Cargo vessels	  are bigger and normally have 
more capacity. A lot of students graduating do their apprenticeship on a cargo vessel and then 
go offshore. This means that several cargo companies invest in cadets without getting a 
worker in return. In the cargo companies more time is spent onboard than on supply vessels, 
and seafarers have to work around 56 days off and 56 days on receive a lower salary than 
offshore. These factors could according to informants explain why most cadets do not want 
keep working on cargo vessels (Training instructor 3 interview). 
5.3.5  Language skills  
Several informants pointed out that few Brazilians that speak English. There are several 
reasons why English skills play an important part in the development of the petroleum sector 
in Brazil. The first reason is the need of a common work language. In cases where there is an 
multi-national crew working together, they are obliged by international law to have a 
common work language on board, which mostly means English. The second reason why 
English plays an important role is because some of the course material in the training courses 
are offered only in English. Furthermore, when Brazilian companies are working with global 
customers English skills are required. Most of the informants identified language as a 
challenge in developing workforce skills, and that increasing the English level of Brazilians 
is difficult.  
There seems to be a difference between the level of English of the workers in the higher and 
the lower positions onboard, which can be connected to the level of education. Students 
graduating from CIAGA/CIABA have some English skills as part of their test to enter the 
Naval Academy is an English language test. For the lower positions it is according to training 
instructors more challenging; “For multi-national crews, English is quite a big problem on 
board. Especially with the people in the lower positions. It is quite difficult. A lot of them 
don't speak English. I think this is a big challenge” (Training instructor 3 Interview). A 
training manager pointed out that a lot of the educational burden is being put on the 
companies because due to bad educational structure several companies provided English 
teachers on board for the employees. Other companies are sponsoring English class for their 
workers.  
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Out of the 7 graduates from CIAGA interviewed, all of them, with the exception of one 
student who learned English from playing video games and TV shows, paid for private 
English class. They said the English classes provided in the schools (both public and private) 
are of poor quality and very basic, and that studying English in a private language school is 
necessary in order to learn the language. “When I was a teenager, the English I had in school 
was very basic. I learned English because I went to study in a language school” (Chief 
training instructor interview).  
According to training instructors language challenges also appear inside the training centers. 
Some courses in the training centers are provided in English. And some students, especially 
older Brazilian officers, have difficulties understanding the exam questions, which makes it 
difficult to pass the course.  
Another aspect identified in the language barriers was its effect on hindering learning. 
Experiences from seafarer informants working with international crew speaking foreign 
languages (not Portuguese or English) affected their ability to learn; “I worked with a 
Norwegian captain on an anchor handling vessel. They spoke Norwegian all the time. It was 
a problem, especially because I was learning. It was a new business for me, and they were 
discussing all the operations in Norwegian” (Training instructor 3 interview). Another 
informant was working with a lot of Polish people that many times were only speaking in 
Polish;  
They were not very open and were not interested in teaching me. Because they knew I 
was there to replace them, so they said they would not teach me. I was on the watch one time 
and they were speaking in on the radio, only in Polish. I had no idea what was going on, if 
there was a leakage or a fire (Training student 3 interview).  
 
5.3.6 Summary: Education and skills 
 
Basic education plays a crucial role in developing skills through laying the foundation of 
learning to learn as a quality basic education is essential for developing skills later (ILO 
2011). Brazil has a low literacy rate hence it is reasonable to assume that parts of the 
Brazilian population are lacking foundation skills, which in turn affects their ability to 
acquire further skills.  
According to the empirical data, the majority of the students in CIAGA are from private 
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schools and the difference between the quality of education provided by private and public 
schools in Brazil is big. As the private schools normally are of better quality, one can argue 
that the students from the Naval Academy are likely to have acquired good learning skills 
through a quality basic education.  
The workers in the lower positions on board on the other hand, do not need education to work 
in their positions and appears to have lower learning skills. The training center employees 
stressed differences and difficulties in teaching the part of the crew in the lower positions.  
This illustrates the foundation skills presented in theoretical chapter of the thesis as necessary 
to acquire new knowledge and to develop skills. Swieringa and Wierdsma (1992) identify 
training as “one of the most important interventions to nurture the learning process” 
(Swieringa & Wierdsma, 1992, p. 28), and in addition to the change in skills requirements 
having learned how to learn is essential in order to absorb new knowledge. The workers in 
the lower position have not “learned to learn” hence learning outcomes from the simulator 
training course are lower than for those who have developed learning skills. This follows the 
argument of (Fei et. Al 2009) stating that formal education is highly connected to the ability 
of individuals to acquire tacit knowledge in workplaces. Therefore it is more profitable for 
companies to invest in training for workers with higher initial education.   
 
The lack of basic education in Brazil is also evident through the training program Prominp 
which is working through the national training institution SENAI in terms of training. 
According to a report by ILO (2011) the amount of young people who can actually use the 
training programs in Senai is limited because the quality of the basic education is too poor.  
On the other side of the scale, for developing more advanced skills, the program has been 
criticized for providing very basic courses. Even though basic skills are also necessary, Brazil 
is in need of specialized type of skills due to very complex operations related to deep-water 
petroleum production. As other training institutions seem to provide basic skills, the 
simulation training centers provide more specific advanced courses and play an important 
role in acquiring specialized knowledge. 
  
Unlike other maritime countries, Brazil has only one governmental institution for seafarers. 
The Naval Academy is owned by the military and the DPC controls the amount of students 
accepted each year. In line with Lundvall and Johnson (1994) it is crucial that the education 
and training system adapt to new social and technological developments (Lundvall 1994). 
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This seems to not be the case in Brazil. However, the DPC has increased the number of 
students places in the Naval Academy in addition to allowing seafarers in the lower positions 
to do a 2-year program, which can be argued to demonstrate some degree of adaption.   
 The school is not directly oriented towards the offshore industry, which could be argued 
increase the demand for simulator training courses. The empirical data suggest that the 
industry has to take a big part of the educational role as the basic education is poor and due to 
the lack of a proper offshore institution. As Brazil does not have an offshore educational 
institution to educate officers could be argued that the educational system is not fully adapted 
to the meet the demand for the needed crew in the offshore maritime sector.  
The industry is playing an important role in educating the cadets because part of their 
education depends on the companies hiring them for an apprenticeship. However, the high 
labor mobility seems to have a negative effect on workforce skills because companies are less 
willing to invest in both cadets` apprenticeship and training courses due to the high risk that 
they can easily find another job. The data shows that the labor mobility is lower that before as 
more students are graduating from the Naval Academy and the market is starting to get 
saturated. Currently there are more seafarers available on the labor market and it is not that 
easy for seafarers to get jobs anymore. This in turn could be positive for the companies 
investment in training cadets and worker because there is less risk involved. 
Although there is a higher number of students graduating and the market is starting to get 
saturated, concerns were raised on the net growth of officers in the industry due to the 
attractiveness of seafarers with experience offshore in onshore positions in addition to the 
high proportion of female graduates from CIAGA. This seems to have a negative effect on 
the amount of experienced officers in Brazilian O&G sector as the net growth in the industry 
is lower due to the factors mentioned above.  
Language skills appear to have an effect on skills development in the maritime offshore 
sector. As Lundvall and Borrås (1997) point out linguistic skills are increasingly important 
for workers to obtain. The international dimension of the oil and gas industry and working 
with international crew require a common language, which in most cases mean English. Few 
Brazilians speak English, which is necessary in the offshore industry when working with 
multi-national crew and international companies. The difference in learning skills between 
the two groups of people working on supply boats also seems to apply to English skills. 
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Based on the collected data the workers in the higher positions have more education and 
speak better English than the crew in the lower positions. As a consequence of the lower level 
of English among some crew members, many companies provide English courses for their 
employees. This way the companies are compensating for the lack of a good English 
education. The educational responsibility is this was shifted to the industry which are also 
paying for it. Even though lack of English in some cases seems to be a “hinder” to learn, it 
could also be argued that because some workers do not speak English and a common work 
language is needed on board, the fact that companies are investing in language courses for 
their employees is positive for skills development.  
Another interesting finding related to language skills and learning was reluctance in speaking 
a common language. One informant did not learn from operations due to only Polish 
speaking co-workers. In this case the Polish co-workers were reluctant to include the 
informant by speaking English on the basis that she was there to replace her. This example 
illustrates an unfortunate consequence of policies promoting local workers.   
To sum up and to answer research question 3: How are the basic education and the Naval 
Academy providing seafarers with the necessary skills needed in an offshore maritime 
career?  
The quality of basic education in Brazil differs between private and public school. The 
students who have the possibility to attend private school have a higher chance of developing 
better learning skills. For those who can afford a good quality basic education and have the 
chance to develop foundation skills the basic education can provide the necessary skills to 
acquire further knowledge in working life. On the other hand, for students with a poor basic 
educational background, it is less likely that they develop good learning skills. Therefore the 
basic education in Brazil does not automatically provide the necessary skills needed to 
develop further skills. The quality of the basic education will also affect the chance of getting 
accepted to the Naval Academy as different exams have to be completed to enter the school. 
The Naval Academy is not directly offshore oriented and it can therefore be argued that the 
importance of simulator training centers as a way of developing workforce skills is higher in 
Brazil than other countries with better educational systems and various offshore oriented 
educational institutions.  
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5.4 Workforce skills in the maritime offshore sector 
This chapter has presented the empirical data of the thesis, which is mainly based on 
interviews done in Rio de Janeiro in 2014. The chapter has linked the empirical evidence to 
the theoretical framework presented in chapter 2. The empirical data was presented in three 
different sections in order to answer each research question.  
 
To summarize;   
 
(i) Simulator training centers play an important role and work as an education institution for 
seafarers working offshore. The policy framework force companies to invest in simulator 
training courses.  
 (ii) The policies promoting the use of local workers are increasing workforce skills because 
companies have to hire local and invest in training the local workers.  
(iii) Basic education in Brazil is poor and the difference between private and public school is 
big. There are big differences in the learning skills in the lower and higher positions within 
the crew. Knowledge to English is found to be important for seafarers working offshore with 
international crew.  
The educational role of simulator training centers seems to be high related to developing 
workforce skills in the offshore maritime sector in Brazil due to poor basic education and 
lack of a pure offshore oriented education. The graduation of seafarers from the Naval 
Academy depends on the industry hiring them for their internship.  Part of the educational 
responsibility is therefore being shifted over to the companies and this way the role of the 
industry in developing workforce skills is increased. Hence much of the training and 
development of skills happens outside the school.  
The high mobility on the labor market for seafarers seems to negatively affecte the 
companies investing in training their employees. However, the empirical data shows that 
there has been a shift and that more companies are investing in training. The data material 
suggests different reasons for this; it could be an indicator that the policies are working. In 
addition more cadets graduating from the Naval Academy, hence there is less mobility on the 
labor market. Experienced seafarers are however, still in high demand.. Third, more laws and 
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requirements demanding seafarers to have certain courses where many of the requirements 
are coming from Petrobras. This can be argued to be a political action from the Brazilian 
state.  
The simulator training centers are important in the development of skills in the offshore 
maritime sector. The importance is increased due to the policy framework promoting the use 
of local workers and a poor basic education in addition to lack of options of offshore oriented 
education.   
Based on the empirical data and analysis the next chapter will provide the conclusion of the 
thesis and an overview of main findings.  
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6 Conclusion  
 
This research project has investigated how simulator training can be used as a tool for 
increasing skills in the offshore maritime industry by using Lundvall & Johnson`s (1994) four 
types of knowledge. The thesis has analyzed how simulator training through learning by 
doing, using and interacting leads to the production of the know-how type of knowledge 
referring to skills. The aim of the thesis has been to understand the role of these training 
centers in skills development in the offshore maritime sector. In addition the effects of 
policies and education on skills development have been analyzed.  
 
Due to the lack of previous research in combination with the need for skilled workers in the 
Brazilian offshore maritime industry a case study on skills development in simulator training 
centers was conducted with the aim of answering three research questions:   
 
1. How can simulator training increase workforce skills in the offshore maritime sector and 
which type of knowledge and learning is involved in this type of training?  
2. Which role is the policy framework playing in developing skills?  
 3. How are the basic education and the Naval Academy providing the necessary skills 
needed in an offshore maritime career?  
 
6.1  Main findings  
The economical crisis and the inflation in the 1980s in Brazil had a negative effect on the 
existing local competence and companies at the time. Furthermore, when the Petroleum Law 
was introduced in 1997 and Petrobras` monopoly removed, international companies were 
allowed to participate in the concession rounds. As a result, national companies had to 
compete on the same line as international companies for Petrobras` contracts. From the 
period of the crisis until the governmental shift that came when Lula was elected president in 
2003, developing a local Brazilian petroleum industry was not the top priority of a country 
with high inflation rates. During this time the maritime sector was almost deactivated and a 
lot of competence was lost. However, with Lula as president promoting the growth of a 
Brazilian industry and the boom in the offshore industry in the late 1990s developing local 
skills was now a political goal. By requiring companies by law to hire local workers the 
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demand for skilled workers has increased rapidly. Despite a population of 200 million people 
Brazil is still lacking skilled workers to develop a local petroleum industry. This thesis has 
investigated how training centers using simulators can meet the increase workforce skills. 
This has been done by specifically looking at seafarers operating supply boat sector due to 
the important role these vessels play in the development of a petroleum industry by supplying 
the offshore units.  
 
The main findings of the thesis is that an important part of the skills development in the 
offshore maritime industry takes place in simulator training centers where workers gain 
specialized skills. Policies promoting local workers increase the demand for local workers 
and therefore also training and the demand for simulator training. The importance of 
simulator training is further increased due to poor educational system and lack of a pure 
offshore educational school.  This research therefore finds training centers to be an efficient 
tool to nurture the learning process and fast-forward the process of developing the know-how 
type of knowledge, which refers to skills. Know-how can be acquired trough learning through 
doing, using and interacting. Simulator training has been proved to be a useful method to 
increase skills because it allows for learning through trying and failing in a highly realistic 
environment. 
Based on the increase in training centers opened in the Rio area and the importance for 
training in nurturing the learning process the first research question aimed at investigating 
how the simulator training centers are being used to developed skills. The process of 
educating captains used to take around 10 years, but by using highly modern technology in 
simulator training centers, this process is less time consuming. Although training center 
managers argued that the process today is too fast and not safe enough. This concern was in 
turn not given high importance due to various training regulations that apply to workers in the 
offshore maritime sector.	   
Even though simulator training proves to be a useful tool in increasing workforce skills there 
are some conditions related to benefiting from this type of training. These include having 
learned how to learn, which mostly applies to the “group” of crew working in the higher 
positions onboard and have a higher education. English skills are also required to take 
advantage of this type of training.  
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The second research question was formed in order to investigate the link between the policies 
promoting local skills in the offshore maritime sector and the actual effect on workforce 
skills. The boom in the Brazilian petroleum industry in addition to the requirements for 
companies to hire a certain amount of local workers, depending on the specific contract and 
the time span has increased the demand for local workers. Along with an increase in training 
requirements coming from the biggest actor in the Brazilian oil and gas system, Petrobras, 
and rapid technological change bringing new equipment more training is required.  
 
The research findings show that representative from the industry is struggling with fulfilling 
the requirements regarding the use of skilled workers when there are not enough of them. 
However, the policy framework is forcing companies to hire local workers and invest in 
training for their workers. Hence policies, although there are challenges related, have a 
positive effect and play an important role in skills development as it is making companies 
invest in training for their workers and this way they are forced to take educational 
responsibility and compensate for the lack of the poor educational system.  
 
The third research question sought to investigate how the basic education and the Naval 
Academy are providing the necessary skills needed in an offshore career. The main findings 
for the third research question show that the basic education and the Naval Academy alone do 
not provide the necessary skills foundation for an offshore career. However, the basic 
education and the naval academy are providing some skills, most importantly basic education 
can provide learning skills which are highly necessary in todays` society.  The quality of the 
basic education differs between private and public school. The Naval Academy provides the 
seafarers with the international seafarer certificate.  However, to work on an offshore supply 
vessel, courses such as DP-courses are needed. As the Naval Academy is not offshore 
oriented much of the skills development in the offshore maritime sector is argued to take 
place outside the educational institutions. Therefore, the importance of simulator training 
center and the industry in order to develop skills seems to be increased due to poor basic 
schooling and lack of offshore oriented educational institution. In addition, rapid change in 
skills requirements makes training and learning at the workplace or in close relation to firms 
more important.  
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Another finding of this research is that the lack of skilled workers is not as bad as it was some 
years ago. As the DPC increased the amount of students accepted in the Naval Academy the 
supply of seafarers is higher and the market is starting to get saturated. This could remove the 
pressure on the high salaries because with more available skilled workers there will be less 
mobility in the labor market. Less mobility in the labor market also seems to have a positive 
effect on the investment of training because companies do not have to be that concerned 
about workers getting a better job offer.   
 
To conclude, a big part of the development of skills for seafarers in the offshore maritime 
sector in Brazil is taking place in close relation to the industry and in simulation training 
centers. A main finding of the thesis is that simulator training centers are very useful as 
educational institutions to increase skills. This type of training can be used as a short-term 
solution for Brazil in meeting the demands for skilled seafarers. However, as a long term 
solution Brazil should improve their educational system.  
 
This thesis has investigated skills development in the offshore maritime sector and found that 
the training centers play an important role in compensating for the bottlenecks in the 
Brazilian educational system  – in light of these findings what are the prospects for skills 
development in the offshore maritime sector?  
 
At the point of collecting the data for this research, the Petrobras corruption scandal, named 
Operation Car Wash (Lava Jato) due to the use of a car wash to launder money, was still at an 
early point. One year later, the amount of people involved and arrested is a lot higher than 
first expected.   In addition the Brazilian currency “Real” has during the fall of 2015 dropped 
to its lowest level since it was introduced in 1994. Brazil is experiencing an economic and 
political crisis and the current president Dilma has historically low support in the Brazilian 
population. In addition, drop in oil prices in combination with the huge ongoing corruption 
scandal makes these difficult times for Brazil and Petrobras.  
 
The recent political and economical changes presented above make the current context 
different than at the same time last year when the research data was collected. Doing the 
same interviews today would most likely have given different data, especially on the topic of 
demand seafarers. It is possible that by doing the same interviews today, the data would have 
shown a lower demand for seafarers due to the crisis which in turn could remove some of the 
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pressure from the high salaries. Doing a follow–up study to analyze how the current 
economic and political situation is influencing the skills development and the demand for 
skilled workers in the offshore maritime industry would have been very interesting.  
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APPENDIX 1   
List of informants  
 
Position Company Type Date Place 
Regional Director 
Brazil INTSOK 
Preliminary 
Interview 09.10.14 Oslo 
Higher Executive 
Officer 
The Norwegian Ministry of 
Petroleum and Energy  
Preliminary 
Interview 21.10.14 Oslo 
Representative 
(leader) 
Norwegian Shipowners 
Association (ABRAN) Interview 10.11.14 
Rio de 
Janeiro 
Brazil Country 
Manager INTSOK Interview 14.11.14 
Rio de 
Janeiro 
Head of Local Content 
National Petroleum Agency 
(ANP) Interview 19.11.14 
Rio de 
Janeiro 
Training Center 
Director 1 
Kongsberg Maritme do 
Brasil Interview 19.11.14 
Rio de 
Janeiro 
Engineer in the Local 
Content Department Petrobras Interview 19.11.14 
Rio de 
Janeiro 
Training Center 
Director 2 Maersk Training do Brasil Interview 20.11.14 
Barra da 
Tijuca 
Director & Senior 
Advicer Innovation Norway Interview/meeting 21.11.14 
Rio de 
Janeiro 
Managing Director Olympic Maritima 
 
Interview 
 
26.11.14 
 
Rio de  
Janeiro 
Cheif Training 
Instructor Maersk Training do Brasil Interview 26.11.14 
Barra da 
Tijuca 
Training Center 
Director 3 Rolls Royce Interview 28.11.14 Niteroi 
Training Instructors 1 
& 2 Maersk Training do Brasil Group interview 01.12.14 
Barra da 
Tijuca 
Training Instructor 3 Maersk Training do Brasil Interview 02.12.14 
Barra da 
Tijuca 
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Training Student 1 & 
2 Shipping Companies  Group interview 03.12.14 
Barra da 
Tijuca 
Training student 3  Shipping company Interview 03.12.14 
Barra da 
Tijuca  
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APPENDIX 2  
Interview Guide  
 
For training center informants  
How do you see the training center (Kongsberg Maritime/Maersk Trainings/Rolls Royce) 
role in developing a local industry in the O&G/offshore maritime sector?  
 
What is the training center doing to increase the competence level of qualified professionals? 
 
What kind of training programs do you offer to educate workers?  
 
What kind of qualification do the employees need before they go trough the training?  
 
Do you receive any funding from the government or other programs to do this training?  
 
How do you see your role as a training instructor in increasing the level of skills?  
 
What is the role of the simulator in the training?  
-Why is it useful?  
 
Why did you leave the offshore industry?  
 
For students  
What is your educational background? 
 
How was it for you to find a job after you were done studying?  
 
Who is paying for your training course? 
 
What is the attitude of your company towards paying courses for its employees? 
 
Where did you learn English?  
 
What is the role of the simulator in this training?  
 
For industry representative  
What is your experiences with using local workers/meeting the requirements?  
Which role are the training centers playing in increasing skills level among local workers? 
 
Lack of skilled workers 
 
What are the challenges Brazil is facing when it comes to increasing the amount of skilled 
professionals in the O&G and the maritime sector? 
What is being done by the industry to increase the lack of skilled workers?  
What is the government doing to increase the lack of skilled workers?  
 
Local content policy  
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Your opinion on the LCP in the O&G sector  
-What are the challenges? 
-Bottlenecks?   
-How can it be improved? 
 
How has the local content policy affected the amount of skilled workers in the O&G/ 
maritime sector?  
 
What are the challenges Brazil is facing when it comes to meeting the local content demands?  
 
How is the local content policy aiming to increase the amount of skilled professionals in the 
O&G sector?  
  
Additional topics  
Something you would like to add?  
Other people I should talk to regarding this topic? 
 
